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INTWDITCTION ANB PURPOSE OF STUDY
This study will survey the provisions currently being mede
in selected business teeoher-educatlon institutions to exempt
students entering college from the repetition of shorthand, type-
writing, end accounting courses similar to those completed by thi
students on the secondary level.
This study will consist aiainly of e determination of the
qu'^litative and quantitative nature of the evaluative criteria
upon which such exemption policies currently in effect have been
based. A clearer definition of the problem is made by the state*
ment of the six objectives of the study:
I. A survey to deteriilna the fectors which govern the
exemption policies of business tesoher-education institutions.
II. A determination of the extent to which exemption is
granted In the subject matter fields of shorthand, typewriting,
and accounting.
III. A credit evf luetlon of courses from which exemption is
granted
•
IV. . n evp-luation of the bases or criteria of exemption
prorrsms
.
V. ' survey of the provisions made to uccoiomodate individu-
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2subject matter fields,
VI. A comparison of exemption policies In public teacher-
education institutions v^lth those of the private teacher-
education institutions.
T:efinition of Terms Used ;
Many terms used in education are confusing, and one may
readily read hls own meaning into such controversial terminology.
To avoid this possibility, the following definitions of contro-
versial terms are offered to provide a better understanding of
the problem under discussion. Parenthetical commentaries after
certain definitions give further indication of their use in
this study.
The definition for the term typewriting Is taken from
V ebater*e Collegiate "ictionary .^ The definition for the phrase
exemption plan Is original. All other definitions are taken
from the Dictiojiory of h'ducation ,*'
vcoounting ; the art of recording, classifying, end
summerizing transactions end events that are of a
financial character and interpreting the results
thereof.
Articulation , Vertical ; the degree to which the inter-
locking and interre1a1 1on of the successive levels
of the educational system facilitate the continuous,
1. Webster* s Collegiate ! iotionrxry
.
!?“lfth ?:dition,
G, C, ’.'errlam company, Publishers, opringfield, Massachusetts
<
1942,
2, Good, Carter V*, Fditor. Dictionary ^ 'Education ,
University of Cincinnati, !.!oGraw-Uill hook Company, 1945,
-fdrt ' f to.
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3economic, and efficient educational pro^iiress of
pupils or students. (This will be hereinafter re-
ferred to as articulntloii .
)
Business ^education ; that area of education developing
skills, attitudes, and understandings essential for
successful direction of business relationships.
(Synonymous with Commerct?! ::duoatlon .
)
Commercial T-ducatlon ; See Business Sduoatlon .
Credit Hoar ; a unit used in measuring and recording the
work completed by e student in e teacher-ecuoation
institution. Usually one credit hour represents one
hour^a instruction per week in a given subject for a
designated number of weeks.
There are two main types: Quarter credit hours and
semester credit hours , representing approxim^^tely
twelve and eighteen weeks of instruction, respec-
tively. ( 'uarter hours will be converted into
semester hours in the findings of this study.)
Lxemption Flan ; any method by which a student on the
oollegiate level may avoid the repetition of business
courses in the subject matter fields of shorthand,
typewriting, and accounting similar to those previoue-
ly completed on the secondary level.
Private ::duoatlon t education other than that provided by
an agency of government, at all levels from nursery
school through university (the auspices are various,
88 proprietary, church, trade union, charitable).
Public ?j;duoet Ion ; as contrasted with private ed ucation .
consists of educationel programs and lastitutions
sponsored by an agency of government; either the
state, the county, the school district, or the
municipality.
Shorthand: a method of writing rapidly by a substitution
of symbols for longhand letters, syllables, or words.
Teooher Kduoutlon ; the program of actlvltios and experl-
enoes developed by an institution responsible for the
preparation and growth of persons preparing them-
selves for educational work or engaging in the ^ork




Teacher Training ; See •j’eocher Sducfvb^on.
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Pl&oef2-3nt : e teat for the determlnotlon of ability
or echievement in any given aabjoct or skill. (The
purpose for such testing is to group the students
according to their competence in a given field of
study.
)
Typexvriting ; the act or art of using a typewriter to pro-
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Justification for the Study ;
A prefatory background discussion on articulation Is pre-
sented at this time to facilitate a more complete understand-
ing of the problem of collegiate exemption In business educa-
tion. The following Is the order In which Its phases will be
considered:
1. A brief survey of the historical genesis and nature
of the problems of articulation of /mierlcan education.
£. A treatment of the factors which have Influenced
markedly the nature of articulation trends In American educa-
tion and which have added to the complexity of the educetlonal
scene.
3* The placement In Its proper relationship to the entire
field of .^mericnn education of those problems of articulation
In the field of business education.
4. A more specific treatment of the subsidiary aspect of
overlapping subject matter between secondary and collegiete
levels of business education.
5. A fixing of the responsibility for a solution to
articulation problems In general and for the duplication of
effort In particular.
6. Discussion of such vital Issues as economy
•
continui-
ty, and efficiency In articulation.
7. A penultimate study Involving a cursory survey of
exemption policies In the specific fields of shorthand, type-
writing, and accounting, along with a general evaluation of the
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oflterlci on whloh pollciao ar« found«<S« i;
6 * Lastly t ths objastlvss ors expanded* !
tiiatorloi^X Rsaeala ot' the Qf artiouletlon of
A—rissii eduoatlon s The history of eecoMory eduoatloa reveals
two rather dlstresslag facts regarding ortlculstloo:
!• The prohless. of articulating the high school and the
college Is hot nee* It Is oeerXy as old as the
I
history of .jserloao education itself*
Zm The prohism of srtlouletloa, after three hundred years
of suggested soXutlonSt remains unsolved*
^^rlnclplea of .'jaerlc*;n r-coondary Tducstloa Draper and
jsoherts state
Probleas of articulation between secondary and higher
j|
education arose with the founding of Boston Latin Dehool
n and itarverd College* ?hif yirat yrulta of ??ew ^ngland .
I
published In 1643, duly records the founding oFTarvard
I
College and then eddss
I
.^nd by the side of the colXedgc © fair
I Greamar f^ohoole, for the training of young
sehollars, and fitting them for ccadcmloal
i| Xeerning, that still ee they are judged
;i ripe they may be received Into the colledsc
I
of this nohoolc**
jhPbe phrase ** 0tlll os they are judeed ripe" 1« to the euthors
khe origin of the problems of firticuletlon in merlocn educa-
tions^
I'
/fter three centuries of study end experience, no
!|
one Xnows 'when scholars ?3re ripe,* who should be
l| the judge to that ripeness, or upon what bases these
judgmeats may surely be made*
1. Lrsper, rod Hoberts, D.C., rrlnolplce of aBcrioan
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Despite this definite negative evaluation of the progress
j
mode toward the solution of these problems of articulation
1
since their inception, progress has been achieved. It lags,
|
I
however, behind a changing and increasingly more complex educa-
;
i
tional structure, just as this changing educational structure
I
legs behind the changing demands of an expanding social milieu,
|
I
Throughout the history of education the influence of
;
energetic thinkers (fully aware of the need for articulation)
! has been felt in the resultant liberalizing and progressive
I
movements, nearly two centuries after the founding of Harvard
College, 'liiomas Jefferson warned: ’’Let us keep our eyes stead-
1 2jlly on the whole system,” According to Norton:
j
j
Jefferson wanted the organization of the whole .
! school system of Virginia to be so thorough that
i
I
the common school and the university could, as
! he expressed it, ’Go hand in hand forever:* and
|
that provision be made •system&tioelly end pro-
1






I Contemporary counterparts — the progressive educators — I
’I
jhave been and are successfully attacking the problems of
;
articulation in the school system. In their new philosophy the
I
!• Henderson, John c., I'homas Jefferson* s views on Fublic
3^ttiOatlon, New York, 0,P, Putnem’s Sons, 1890
,
p, l24; as
liQUOtsd' In National Education Association of the United Estates,
jlDepartment of Superintendence, Seventh Yearbook, The .>rticulB-
tion of the Units of .meric an Education . ^Vashington, uVc,, The
PAsoocTation, 1929, Foreword,
2, Norton, M,A,, ”How Idet uiste rupervision Can Pring . bout
:j
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8primary concern is the continuous growth and development of the
individual to maturity as an integrated human personality*
'liiis excerpt from Kunnels^ may he considered characteristic:
The best way to accomplish a desirable articuletion
is to stop thinking so much about it and concern
ourselves with the education of a continuously grow-
ing child. The passage without interruption from
each stfige of his education to the next is the only
significant articulation.
Consequently, the school, with Its distinctly separate
units Is not entirely acceptable. Frogresslvea do accept, how-
ever, a certain degree of organized division of responsibility
as an administrative convenience, ""but they fear that too often
the mechanics of school organization interferes with the real
|j
2 ifunction and purpose of the school."" i
i
Because each level of the school frequently goes its own
j
say in working out its program, greet gaps occur in what should |i
I'
be a continuity of growth and development. It is the problem
[I




larpests, sudden switches and gaps, futile repetitions and i
' 3 ''
duplications.” Under the influence of the progressive movement^
the ladder system of school organization, with its
emphasis upon distinct stages of development, has
broken down to a considerable extent, and a close
articulation among the units and levels of the school
organization has been perfected.^
1. Kunnels, h.O. " hat Price / rtlculi-tion . Junior-Senior
igh School clearing House, weptember 19i:9, p. 21.
2. A'ilds, The t'oundatlons of yjodern Kducfctioa . Farrar
kad Rinehart, Inc., 1942, p. 613.
ii
3. Dewey, J. cenerel I’rinciples of b-duoetional rticulation ,
iSuhool and Society, March ^6, l9l9, p. 4M".
4. ""lids, ..H. Op clt., p. 613,
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Despite the expenditure of much time, energy, and thought
throughout the past three hundred years In attempts to nrtiou-
l^te the secondary school and college, the many and varied
plans suggested have been Ineffective, The problems of articu-
lation rempin for the most part unsolved. To Draper and Roberta
This is equivalent to declaring that in three centuries
of educational development, no fundamental philosophy
of education has been evolved to justify the transfer
of students from secondary to higher education.!
To others, this realization of only partial success or, at most,
only temporary success, serves as a goad to additional thought
and effort. Past years have seen a flood of articles, papers,
monographs, boohs, theses, and brochures published on the subjeoi^
of articulation. The Department of i^uperlntendence of the
National Education Association produced in 19£9 its monumental
f’eventh Yearbook devoted to articulation end its kindred phases.
Consideration of these works reveals an acknowledgment thrt
success has not been realized, that the urgency for a solution
to these problems should be met, and that the problems of
articulation remain as elusive and Intricate as ever.
Factors influencing articulation trends in /mierican
iMwiatton: JI’he free high school was conceived and developed in
a period of American expansion and progress. During the century
jj
1
of its growth it has been guided by influences which have alter-
nately served to subject it to college preparatory ends and by
l'
1. Draper, K.M., and Hoberts, A.C., Op clt., p. 155.
j.'i
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other compensGting factors which effected a release from such
domination. Had not these compensating factors been felt, the
high school would have succumbed to a fate not unlike that of
the Latin school r.nd the ecademy, A high degree of articulation
between the high school and the college would be realized, but
the high school would have sacrificed the freedom which it today
enjoys.
The factors which operated to make of the high school a
college preparatory institution, according to upaper and Roberts
are five in number:^
1, the early insistent demand that the high school Include
college preparatory courses;
S, the broad principle of accreditation with the consequent
development of powerful accrediting agencies;
3, the coming of the aerman scientific movement into higher
education and its immediate reflection in high school
curricula;
4, the Report of the committee of Ten with its logically
organized curricular formulations based upon the best
university thought of its day; and
5, the organization and development of the activities of
the College ?’)ntrence ^examination Board,
Similarly listed are four dynamic liberalizing forces which





and Roberts, A,C,, op cit,, p. 161-16E.
2. Draper, K.M,
,
and Roberts, A.C., op cit., p. 162,
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the breai£(Joi«ii of faith in the effeotlveaess of formal
discipline as traditionally understood;
the widespread acceptance of the social philosophy of
John Dewey;
3. the reports of the Commission on the neorganization of
isecondary i*;ducation end the formulation of the "seven





4, the development of trade training under the smith-hughes!
haw and the curricularizing of such activities as music,
|j
art, physical education, dramatics, debate, citizenship,
j
end many others; ;|
P
5* the coming of the mcinuel training, home economics, and !
commercial departments.
To this list. Bossing^ suggests two additions. The first 1
I
is the changing character of our school population, which in-
P
volves bringing
,,,to the schools youth of varied intellectual
abilities, widely differing social, physicel, end
emotional bookgrounds end outlooks — in short a
cross section of our merican Democracy representing
every conceivable form of individual differences and
interests. It is no longer an academic question,
|
Ttie high school no longer enters to a select clientele.
The second suggestion by Bossing concerns the fact that the
"Colleges end universities are coming to ecoept an enlarged con-
|
oeption of their own function,"^ The first two years of college J
li
I




Thus, one may gain an idea of the complex nature of eecon-
j
ftary education and of the factors which in turn have guided its
1, Bossing, N,L,, -Toblem of Articulation Between secondary
iAd Higher Education, High School ^ournel, April 1941, p, 162,
2 , Ibid>a
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.'•il ^v'' n-riKt !i,f dolnw .i;! lo bnn v’tnf)
eourne. KroA tJils trctfitment one Aay &I 0O deduce that s^ucoeesful
t
I
(‘^rtioulatory efforts; betv^een eduontion eyetems in flux are Aoet
difficult to nttaln, sad, once ettelaed, are but brief la dura-
' tlon.
The rel tlonshlp oi uuslnesf eduo^tloa to the field of I
education in lyeneral ; It i» Aoat fallacloue to thlaJs: that the
I
field of bualoesa eduoatloa, or for that matter, eay other field
' of educBtioa, la eia^larly oureed »ith any peculiar major prob«»
lem in articulation. This aotu.^1 eltu tlon is quite the oppo* ^
site, for the basic problems of articulation lo busiaess educ«\*
tioA ore common to all other flelde of education:
The rsAifloutions of the general question of articulation
in the ease of the business subjects are slAllar to those ..
which hare already been studied end which are being i
studied in the case of the Aor^ traditionally acaddmic
courses.^
A finer analogy it, found la the following cliegorioal descrip-
tion of the nature of American edueation, one la which business
educators cannot fall to see e fit application to business
education:
.\merloan educe tion has been compered to s heroic
statue created by one group of artists working
independently on the legs end feet, another on the
body and erms, and still another on the neck and
head. 2t hen even been suggested th^t those crafts-
men working on the right hnod have not always been
altogether fsAlllar with what those working on the
left were doing
1. ?4ulvlhlll, Donald F. Articulation of buainfeSP ^ ubieots
in High '‘choolo finA Colleges in Illinois . The aaianoe ^heet.imrpTT&jrr^
.
a.n. ytlculatloa ?_i.<(ondarr iiehool.
aM^CQ^l
g
|late of Business. Journal of huslnefts Kdunatioii^
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This observation, while most critical. Is, at the same time,
most oherltable, because it presupposes that all groups engaged
In education are awfire of their general goal, Irrespective of
the resultant alstortion and duplication. In contrast, other
critics of the American educational ladder question whether or
not the groups have a sijoal in mlna,
Overl- ppiaft of subject matter between secondary and
collegiate levels and the Impl lent ions for business education ;
However, in this description one may gein an understanding of
the genesis of the problem of overlcpplng business subject
matter between the secondary school end the collegiate level.
Such overlapping and duplication is merely one important aub-
divlsion of the tantalizing problem of vertical articulation
facing business education today,
Reporting on a study by Koos, J.W, Harbeson^ notes;
Leonard V, Koos reports that he found by a study of
£00 students that they had repeated In college l/4th
of their high school work or the equivalent of 4/&ths
of a high school year, and remarks that there is ell
too common a dlcregGrd In college for what the student
has done in the high school,
Runnels^ olalas that ”The most insistent and effective
demands for articulation come from the school which receives
the pupil, not from the school which sends him on.’" If this
1, Harbeson, J ,W, How the Four^^year Fuajor College
Facilltfcteii Curriculum Keconstruc ti on . "^aVlonal .Association of
irecondury School '"rinclpele Bulletin, inarch 1942, p. 66,
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is true, such critlcisa by the receiving institution could b®
better justified if chi^nges were effected, Briggs^ feeln tint;
The colleges would be in s better position to
criticize the worh of the high school if they
stopped their duplication in introductory cources
1
of what m^ny students heve already had and if they
!
build on the courses they have required.
Briggs'' concludes, pointing out that the colleges cater to
convenience in this respect:
In many colleges, etudente who have had good prepara-
tion in Kngliah, history, or advanced iQuthen&tlci* are
for college convenience thrown In sections with other
students Inadequately or not ot all trained in these
subjects.
The iisplicatlon for business educators are egaln noted,
A fixing of tiie responsibility for a solution to artioula-
tloh problems: It is laadequata in the consideration of u prob-
lem merely to know that the problem exists, further, to analyzi
the causes for the i)roblem, to rerilize that 0 solution is
desired, and to determine by v^hom it shall be solved are three
rational steps by which the true difficulty is met.
In attempting to place the responsibility for a solution
to these problems of artlouletion, one deduces that the diffi-
culty lias in the reluctance of the secondary end collegiate
levels of bu Ineea education to effect the desired articulation.
In some instances the results of experiments, which have been
conducted primarily to aid in breaking down college doinlnation
1, 3rip:g3. T.H. .-rticulation of the Ili^h School anc; CO,^XbSi
r>ohool and Society, li^ay Li, 152^3, p. ^^-6^5,
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over the Reoondory school currlculua and to mcke ’’free’* the
high school,
• .•»orc thwn Lnythlng else Illustrate the wt;y in
j
which schools HUd colleges are being stljiuiated
into bringing their orgmiar^tion into one
integrated progrsia, each group giving up some
of its cherished traditions
Yet cooperation between high schools snd business institutions
|





The oollegiste school of bux^lncss an . the high !
school have consulted each other very little in i
an ette^not to articulate the work, A number of
the o;^oifio probiemfi trjf. t affect both high
.
school coouaeroial departments and the collegiate
school of business c n be solved, wholly or portly,
through . . • cooperat Ion
.
Judd^ agrees, warning:
Cooperation Is not cheep. It cannot be had for
the asking. Cooperation o^n be purchased only
by the expenditure of energy and the exercioe of
Intelligence,
Authorities In the field of business education, slong with
the Institutions directly concerned, recognize that this prob-
lem exists and thst Its solution involves n reallntlo epproaoh
to the price t!v*t lii involved. It will entail, as suggested
previously, a surrendering of cherished traditions by both
|
institutions, nuch a oltuatlon makes most desirable for ettnln«|
meet Patterson’s suggestion th^it '^The eduoetionpl profession
|
1, riida, y.H, Op cit., p. 615
£. Haynes, ss.n, and Farker, w.H. Teamwork fjceded Het^ieen
High Hchooi » nd College . ?he Puslnees : duontlon “orld.
IfuM T5^rr~p, ft45.
2, Judd, C.H* How can muiloan -ducetlpaal /orces Qg»||}p!
l^re I'ffectlveXy? J^ohooT end tooletyi / arch, 14, 1951, pVaflT
\i
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should be msde up of men who think Indep-^ndently but who work jl
cooperatively. ’*1
Yet, even after such a definition of the field for proposed!’
action, ftt best, and quite indepeariently, only feeble efforts to
li
effect workable solutions result. The most cursory survey of th^
variety of provisions aade in the catalogs of various teacher-
j
educstlon Institutions reveals this lack of unnnlialty in planning.
The actual situation may be just the opposite; new end workable ;!
I
progrsfflf:, based on definite standards, may have been evolved in
j
tha field of business education through cooperative effort.
I
A study of buclness education professional journals and eduoa-
j
tional journals, in general, reveals only a dearth of contrlbu-
|
jl
itlons on the subject of articulation, let alone cooperatively !l
li
evolved and new end workable exemption programs ena related
j
standards In the field of business eduoetion* "In our Americea
system of diffused control, in the absence of any central body,
!j
our sole guarantee of constant improvecacGt is the method of !
I r* ii
Ijcooperetive voluntary Inquiry and mutur.l conference. i;
il li
II
Thus, It eppeere that the secondary and collegiate levels
,
Lre bound by their trcditlonnl IMependent ettltudee in coosider«<»
jjlng this rseponsibillty for overlapping subject metter. The
school with e rare bit cf indifference foists the burden to,
!• Patterson, S.H. Op oit., p. 9. |
2. Tcwey, John General Princlplee of "^Iducational rtloula-
,
School and Cooiety, March 30, 19297 P • 4.06 •
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the college
The replies to the questionnaire sent to the high
schools did not indicate thct the schools aeoe eny
provision for articulation in any of the hueiaess
sutjecto. The colleges and universities, therefore,
were the sole possihle sources of such provisions,^
The college, because of this iiaposition, casts about for an
expedient plan to ameliorate excessive duplication of effort.
Consequsntly and despite the meager nature of such reaediol worJs
done, the college emerges es the agency most active in the solii*
tion of this problem.
It rcmslns apparent, however, that this is a problem for
business education in general and the secondary and collegiate
institutions in particular to solve. Only through cioaor
functioning and intelligent and aympfithatic uaderntanding will





end efficiency in artlculatlon t In
conaidering the issues involved in the duplication of effort In
regard to subject mattor, it would profit one to restudy a
portion of the definition of artiouliition (see pege H), One
notes in this definition the following portion: ."facilitate
the continuous, economic, and efficient educational progress of
pupils or student®. " A brief analysis of this excerpt mirht
furnish at least partial juatif iostion for this study.
There definitely is not continuity v/hen atudents ore re-
quired to repeat subjects in which they have nlready achieved
1. ’iulvlhlll, D.F., Op olt,, p, 16<i.
Xtu) Jst^. ^oa Aii) iJ^JOfMoe
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varying degrees of skill
It does not seem fair to require students in the
university to go through the monotonous nnd dis-
couraging processes of repeating, ps.rtlculerly
the beginning work, entering a aubjoot In which
he has already acquired considerable knowledge
and skill
Neither is there economy; additional teaching time end effort
are added to make for increased economic waste — a glaring
error today when colleges are so overcrowded. There Is no
efficiency of educational progress; for students, Irrespective
of previous education, ore joined in the »ame courses for study,
Those previously trained fine monotony and discouragement in
retairdation in beginniag work, An nddltlonal weakness is
revealed in the following quotation from Patterson
Too often a student who has had two years of high
school bookkeeping aits aide by side with one who
is just beginning that subject; they follow the
same assignments and, what is mure, they sometimes
make similar grades.
The beginning student finds himself overwhelmed by the subject
because of the unjust competition and the higli standards of
those experienced in the class. The waste of hujtian resources
is incslculable.
ii suivey of exemption policies in the technical business
skills : /vH approach to a solution of tills problem which will
result in pertisl or complete articulation usually takes Into
tieynes, tt.K. and Parker, u.h. Op oit., p, 847,
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conalderatlan th® acceptance of credit In collei^e of co'irses
taken In high school. It may conservatively be said that at
no time has there been found the rcconinendatlon that a blanket
i
rule be -oade covering acceptance of such credits in college.
I
It would be dangerous to adopt a blanket rule for
j
acceptance of credit In college of courses taken
in high school or to give specific college credit
i
baaed on so many years of work In high school or
jl
upon high school tirades i
An ideal solution would seem to consist of exemption with
varying credit from cO'irses previously completed on the secon-
dary level with necessary modifications based on varying stand-
j
ards of work. Unfortunately
,
this utopian goal la not available
partially because of the attitude of business educators with
2
respect to articulation. * Wanoua suggests two detrl/nental
attitudes toward articulation which shape administrative policy
toward articulation. In the first of the two, the college ad-
mits duplication of effort and yet offers apologetically no
articulation program to avoid the c>iarge. In the latter, the
eollcge admits only a healthy amount of duplication, stating
that Its means of artlculatlwi with the high school program is
through a greatly enriched program. The attitude is that even
•kill subjects in college are enrlclied, standards are higher,
Pbjoctives are different, and courses prove to be more c>ial-
Len^lng than those on the secondary level.
1. iayncs, B.^. and Parker, 3.H., Op clt., p. 347.
2. Wanous, S.J. Articulation of Oolleglate Courses in
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Thijj would suggeat that thoro is no ona ”ideel** solution to
the ffl«ny phrises of overlapping subject matter# ouje^’her© betv.een
the various extremes suggested lie further avenues for study.
One would seem justified in stating that the extent of
exeaptlcc and the granting of exemption credit in ehorthend,
typewriting, end accounting courses common to ssoondsry end
collegl&ts levels is srbltrarlly fixed. There is little written
concerning the general subject of exaciption in these fields, and
there Is fsr less conoerning the philosophies proinptlng the
exemption policies now in effect. Yet, for example, In some
instances exemption is granted solely upon the besie of the
results of "e’* p»lBceiiieat test or upon the acceptance of recon-
dery school transcripts at face value.
In her study of stenographic end typewriting courses, as
accepted from high school and accredited toward e degree In
fifty selected colleges, ?/.ov*er^ found that:
Several colleges. ,, .conducted plrcement tests for
stenography end typewriting before allowing students
to go definitely into second* or third-year courses.
Others required a certain speed In typing and v
definite proficiency in shorthand {which was ascer-
tained from the secondary school records).
It is the opinion of Haynes and Parker ^ that placement testing
is 6 qualitatively acceptable end objective means ”to eliminate
the overlapping of certain business subjects taken on the high-
school level, particularly shorthand, typewriting, and book-
keeping.*’
1. yower, S. ^ CQffiparatlvjs ,^tudr - £M.S IXLI*
writing Courses . As They are Aooopted from High Sohool and
AoerejilteS Toward a iSe^aiTa SeXeoie|^^^llese3 in^_e ^
United States . Master^ fduoetloD Thesis, Soston Universiiy,
Haynes, B.R. and Parker, O.H. Op olt., p, 847.
nv'' »- 1.^
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It would seem the proper basis for an adjustment of
this kind would be to place the student In the proper
quarter or semester of o subject after he has bed an
opportunity to demonetrate cklll and ability ,2.
i
Mulvihill^, in hi a suggestions for further inquiry, agrees:
The degree to which a student has profited from the
high school course and his ability to carry the
advanned college, work would be determined by the Uce
of tests.
.....6 test of proficiency would show the appropriate
placement of the student.
testing would perhaps be one of the beat methods of
avoiding overlapping end of providing ertioulation
in any tubject matter field,
Vhether cr not the demonstration of skill or proficiency
by placement testing is quantitatively acceptable is tc be
weighed in this study.
1. Heynee, H.R, and Parker, G.H. Op cit,, 647,
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Kxpanslon of the objeotlvea t To provide a more comprehen-
alve plan of approach by which the solution to the problem of
this study may be realized, it la well at this time to enlar,n;e
upon the objectives for study aa originally set forth at the
beginning of this chapter (see pages 1-2).
!• A survey to determine the factors which govern the
exemption policies of business teacher-education
institutions In the fields of shorthand, typewriting,
and accounting.
A. 'ifhat factors determine the extent to which
exemption la permitted?
B. What la the collegiate equivalent to a year
of work on the secondary level?
C. Are the graduates of unaccredited high schools
and bTisinese schools considered for exemption
on the same basis as gradxiates of accredited
high schools?
D. Are special privileges ever granted to students
with pre-colleg late training in shorthand,
typewriting, and accounting?
E. 3y what means Is exemption granted?
P. To what extent are students exempted at least
in part by testing?
0.
What Is the changing status of exemption plana?
1. To what extent and In what fields have
exemption plans been tried and discarded
within the past ten years?
2. To what extent and In what fields do
exemption plans await Installation?
-•'*j
.i /j
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II# A determination of the extent to which exemption la
granted In the fields of shorthand, typewriting, and
accoiintlng#
A# How many teacher-ediication Institutions grant
exemption In some instance?
B. How many grant exemption In each of the three
particular fields of shorthand, typewriting,
and accounting?
C# What la the degree of exemption permitted on
the various levels of Instruction?
Ill# A credit evaluation of courses from which exemption
la granted#
A. What Is the relationship between the semester
credit-hour offerings in these three fields
as compared with the amount of semester credit-
hours from which exemption la permitted?
B. If credit la given for courses from which
exemption is granted,
1# how much Is given within each of these
fields?
2# does this credit count toward a baccalaureate
degree?
C# If credit Is not given for courses from which
exemption Is permitted, may a student secure
baccalaureate credit by successfully passing
a competency test?
IV. An evaluation of the bases or criteria of exemption
programs, with particular emphasis on placement
teatlng#
A# Who constructs the teat?
B# When and where Is the test given?
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^h«t l8 the total testing time?
K, ‘Artist la the prepare t Ion for the testing?
!• la practice permitted prior to the testing?
2. la supervised practice offered prior to
the testing?
F* i^hat la the nature of the response desired In
tha teat?
0, What are tha oojectlvee of the testing?
1. What la the de?;ree and nature of the
proficiency sought?
2* la mastery of theory separately tested?
3, For what specific skills or proficiencies
Is the Individual tested?
A survey of the provisions made to aocommovlate
individuals who have been granted exemption. In any
Instance 9 In these subject matter fields.
A. What courses does a student pursue In lieu of
those from which he le exempted?
B* Are the courses prescribed^ elective, or a
combination of praserlbe<i-elective?
A oomparlaon of exemption policies In public teacher-
education Institutions with those of the private
teacher-education institutions#
This final objective Is by far the broadest in acope
of tha entire six objectives of this study. This is
true oeoaaae it is tna theme on which Chapter XXX la
construe tad. This issue la found In praotlcally every
phase of the findings of Chepter III,





The procedures Involved In the pursuance of the problem of
this study fall generally into three mein categories, each of
which has ramifications* These three general headings will be
discussed et length In the following order:
!• Evolution of the problem for the study*
II* rocedures in securing the date*
III* Classification of the data collected*
Evolution of the Problem
The broad field from which a thesis problem was sought mis
that of the vertical articulatory relations between the secon-
dary and collegiate levels of business education in the busines||i
skills of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting* To effect a
more objective definition of e problem, a critics! search was
made of fifty teacher-education college catalogs and bulletins
»|
I
In this manner it was sought to examine the articulatory pro- I
visions noted therein aa maintained for the benefit of prospec-
tive business education students with pre-colleglate training !|a
these skills*
This survey revealed that colleges maintained exemption, dir
articulation plans, in the field of business education, similair
to those found in other fields of education* It was also noted
that these same colleges, in their description of such exemption
rr.
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provisions, renohed the usufil heii7hts of nonfuaion, oontradic*
tion, end omiesion. Higniflonntly Isoicing, for eitu&ple, was
adequate inforatetlon as to the followiJig:
!• the factors which deteriainad whether or not an
institutioa could exempt}
the extent to ’Khieh exemption wee grrinted in the
fields of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting;
3* the crlteiln or bsses on which such plans had been
foraulfited;
4. the maximum amount of semester hours from which
exemption wee permitted;
5. the provisions made to eccommodate Individuals
granted exemption. In any Instsnoe, in these subject
ffistter fields.
40 these five phaaes of this basic problem of duplication
of effort in the field of business education were deemed
sufficiently provoking, they were incorporated as the first five
of six, objectives of this study, .n sddltioni.1 step«>ohild of
this catalog survey was the sixth objective of this study, an
objective, in reality, bs^4o to Its predooessore. A word of
elaboration is necessary to explain Its neture '^nd Ite raison
d’etre.
Terhape the most striking revelation of this catalog surve|
was th^t the colleges surveyed tended, from the point of view ol
exoinption policies at the retpectlve colleges, to fall into two
general olassif lections. Those representative of the first
group appeevred more axplioit and precise as to the nature of tlii
evaluative criteria on which their artiouletory pl^ms were
establiehed. In eddltion, tliey were the far more conservative
*
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of the tv^o groups in granting oonoes&lons for iMork done in the
field of bu^'ine8s education prior to the collegiate level. The
second group exhibited an indefiniteness, aliAoet nebulous in
nature, as to stands*rds by which exemptions were considered,
the 8 me group was IncreaBlngly more liberal tor lax) in its
consideration of pre-colleglete work in the field of business
education,
the first group consisted alfflost entirely of private
business-teacher education institutions; the second group,
public bunlness-toacher education institutions,
Although there was no Justificetion for placing great faith
in these trends (college catalogs are, In many instances, the
poorest^ eifcmpl88 of public relations), a sixth objective was
suggested. It was decided to determine from the larger stimpling
of this projected study, by a finer method of evaluation, and to
a greater degree of specif loity, whether or not there are sub-
stantial differences between the philosophies of the t'AO groups
as noted, llierefore, in every phase of the findings of this
study, where justified by adequate returns, it is proposed to
compare the exemption policies in public teacher-education
inatltutions with those of the private teacher-education
institutions. Tabulated data, correspondingly, will be arrangod
in such e manner.
7
i Toceuures in curing the Data !
i:duoctioaal literature during the past twenty years reveali
that the problem of exemption in the field of business eduoatioh|
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8hc8 been trested, at best, only Incidentally. Because of this
poverty of Informotlon, the date desired for this study were to
be secured primarily by metino of a questionnaire.
Taking the cue from the glaring inadequeoles of Information
noted In the survey of college catalogs^ a tentative question-
noire was sketched, congruous to the tenor of the desired objec-
tives. A month of repested conferences with the faculty adviser
to this study produced a cjore Inclusive and refined Instrument.
To Improve the queetlonnalre onci to bring into Its develop-
Milt tbe opinions end suggestions of those engaged In business
teacher education, the tentative questionnaire was presented for
conslderetloQ to five administrators and teachers in the buslnesii
departments of teachers^ colleges In ^ssachusetts end
Connecticut, suggested additions and deletions were carefully
»#lghed, end clteratlona, if deemed worthy, were made.
This first revised form of the questionnaire was presented
to Q specialist In Educational T^^easuraments at Ih^ston University|
Boston, ^Aassachueetts* Basic matters of format were discussed
at this consultation, and. In addition, It was agreed thf.t at
least e fifty per cent return should be sought from the distrlbuf
tions to be laode. On the basis of this discussion the question-
naire was revised for a second time.
After this second revision, the questionnaire was duplioatei
and a pilot distribution was made to the departments of business
education In ten colleges end universities throughout the Baited
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returaed. It was possible froai these completed quest ionru.i ires
to learn which questions were of value. This was revealed botif
by the manner in which the questions were answered end by the
written oomnentaries which eocompanied the questionnaires. A
third revision followed,
^'hen this third revision was completed, the questionnaire
was presented end discussed et a conference of the faculty
adviser to this study and the Pe^istrar of the college of
Practical Arts end Letters, Boston tlniverelty, Boston,
ISaeseohusetts. Valuable oritlolsm g&ined therein was directed
toward e fourth, end final, revision.
Throughout this entire period of preparation end revision
it was felt that the desired return might be impaired because
the length and the Inclusiveness of the questionnaire. To avolj|l
this eventuality it was decided to secure, through the courtesy
of the faculty adviser to this study, the patronage of the
^^ational Assoc letion of Business Teacher-Training Institutions
I
in this project. It wes felt that the cooperation of this
|
organization would lend to this study e certain prestige, therei
by enabling « satisfactory return from the member institutions i
of this organization to whom distribution would be made,
|
Both the President and the Executive Board of the Rational
Association of Business Teacher-Training Institutions manifests^
en interest in this study and kindly granted permission for the
distribution of the questionnaire at the annual meeting of the *
Association et Atlantic City, New lersey, on February Zl, 1946,
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This distribution v»as the first of ttoee such requests end
was made to representatives of approximately fifty institutions.
Because of the nature of this distribution — to an open
essejibly — it was impossible to keep an Kccurate record as to
whom the questionnaires were distributed. Consequently, any
attempt to draw a relationship between the amount of question-
naires distributed (end the names of the institutions to which
the distributions were made) with the amount returned for any
one of the three distributions would be invalidated by the mann
in which the first distribution was made.
/. second distribution was mede by mail. The institutions
solicitod consisted of those from which no completed question-
naires had been received in answer to the initial distribution
at Atlantic City. The names of these institutions were deter-
mined from the origin 1 list of one hundred thirty-eig:ht meuiber
institutions to be included in this study. Obviously this
distribution served both as a follow-up request (for, at most,
only fifty questionnaires were distributed at Atlantic City)
and, for the most part, the first solicitation for other institu-
tions. The questionnaires were coded in such a way as to
indicate from which appeal the returns were realized.
A third, and fin- 1, distribution was also made by mall,
on April 21, 1948, to those who had answered neither of the fiP8|^
two requests.
The covering letters r nd the final form of the question-
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I am engaged in what I consider a worthwhile survey of a
phase of articulation in business teacher education institutions^
I
1 wish to determine what provisions ere currently being i
made to ''exempt” students entering college from repetition of I
ehorthand » typewriting. , and sccount inp. courses, similar to those I
complete? by them on the secondary level. 1 also seek informa-
,
tion as to the evaluative procedures which determine exemption
plans in these three subject matter fields.
To effect e complete understanding of this problem I need
your assistance. For this purpose 1 am enclosing four check-
lists, which may be completed almost entirely by check marks;
|
and 1 should appreciate greatly your filling the apropriate
blanks. These check-lists can be completed in from 10 to 20




I Yi'ill you please consider first the question below: ii
j|
I
In your college ere secondary school students, who have
'
I
completed pre-collegiate courses in either shorthand
.
typewrit- !





1. If your answer is ”TSS,” please answer 'questions fl througl^
§1Z of the General Oheck-List end, in addition, the
specific check-lists applicable to the exemption policy in
effect at your college.
2. If your answer is ”N0,” please answer Cuestions #1 throughll
fV.
A self-addressed and stamped envelope is enclosed for the ’
return of these check-lists upon their completion. Please
return only those sheets on which you have recorded answers. I
wish to assure you th^t your anonymity will be respected.
' Thank you for your generous help in this project;
Yours very truly,
17 Chathsm street Paul N. Roberts ii
Lynn, Massachusetts
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Form B: fJornple Covering Letter for Second Distribution
1 April 1948
Dear Sir:
I am engaged in what I consider a worthwhile survey of a
j
I
phase of articulation in business teacher-training institutions!
1 should like to know what provisions ere currently being made
]
to "exempt’’ students entering college from repetition of short-;
hand, typewriting, and accounting courses, similar to those
I
completed by them on the secondary level*
j
I
To secure this information, i respectfully seek your ^
I assistance. For this purpose, four check-lists, which may be li
completed in from 10 to ^0 minutes and almost entirely by check’
marks, are enclosed. These check-lists, incidentally, were
|
presented on February 21, 1943 before members of the National
Associetion of Business Teacher-Training Institutions at their '
I
convention at Atlantic City, it is felt that the reception
i
accorded them by these Ni\BTTI members was enthusiastic, for the ,
return from that limited distribution was gratifying. To secur4
a wider sampling of teacher-training institutions, however, we
,j
are making another approach to a select group of colleges.
If you do "exempt" students in any instance from shorthand!
typewriting, or accounting courses on the basis of their pre- '
I
collegiate training in these subject matter fields, will you
please answer 'Questions #1 through ^'12 of the General Check-
I
List and, in addition, the specific check-lists applicable to




If you do not "exempt" in any instance, please answer




If you wish, please return only those sheets on which you i
I
have recorded answers. A self-eddreased and stamped envelope la
I enclosed for the return of the completed forms, wish to
I assure you that your anonymity will be respected.
Thank you for your generous help in this project
I
I
I Yours very truly,
17 Chatham Street Faul N. Roberts
Lynn, Massachusetts
^Form B, with the date deleted, and Form C constituted
i
|
iha aowtspanttaflaa tot tha third, and final
,
diatrlbation. ^
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Form Cj Sample Follow-up Letter for Third Distributioa
21 April 1948
Denr Sir;
This is Just e note to remind you that I would appreciate
receiving oompleted the questionnaire which 1 seat to you the
first of April.
I should like to Include your college in the curvey which
1 am conducting, for even your participation would make more
impressive the excellent return thus far received.
For your convenience I am enclosing another copy of the
questionnaire, along with e return envelope. Won't you please
take this final opportunity to participate?
If, by chance, your answer is rdready in the mail, please
accept my deepest thanks and, correspondingly, ignore this note/
Cordially,
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NOT^; Will those who exempt in jio inatanoe, answer 'uestiohe
#1 through ifl of the General Cheoh-List.
I
||
Will those who exempt in any Inetance, answer Ques-
tions #1 through #12 of tlie General Check-Llst#
!l« Would you like e copy of the findings of this research?
i
I
5 TS?( ) H0( )
;;2» ^'liat factor or factors determine your policy toward exemption
i at your college?
a. State certification regulations cover this situation! ) •
I b* Accrediting assooiationa dictate this policy. ( ) I
c. It is solely the responsibility of the college .( ) i
d. FI.5;j.iE LIST: other determiners
js. Lo you have exemption plans awaiting installation in any of
the following subject matter fields?
i! Shorthand TSS( ) Typewriting YSS( ) Accounting TES{ ) i
il KO ( ) NO ( ) NO ( )
I
ii4-A. During the past ten years at your college have exemption
|
plans ever been tried and discarded in the following
I
subject matter fields? 1
iij’horthsnd YES( ) Typewriting tES( ) .accounting )
NO ( ) ( )
B. If you have discarded such exemption plans, will you please
state the reasons for such a move:
1.
2 .
!&• ?:hat is the nature of the credit earned in your college?
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6.
A "year of secondary work" is at your college considered
equivalent to:
Short, Type, Moot,
8, a year’s w^rk in college ( f ] ) “T T
b, n semester s work in college..., ( } ( ) ( )
c, two quarters* work in college... ( ) ( ) ( )
d. a quarter’s work in college ( ) ( ) ( )
e. no equivalent value.. ( ) ( ) ( }
7,
Vrhet opccici privileges arc granted students with pre-






Complete freedom from class attendance
Freedom from final examination, «....•
•
Hesponsibility for final examination..
Class attendance only........
Chort. Type. cct.T~r •i^*T~T
i ) ( ) ( )
?TQTi,: ^ith the answering of Ouestion #7, those who exempt
in no Instance should return the completed Check-
List to the author at this point.
However, ... .before making this return will you pleas
take this opportunity to record on Page 4 any oomman
concerning the problem of exemption which you may
have. Such comments ere most welcomej and your
anonymity will be respected.
8,
Are the graduates of the following schools considered for
exemption from shorthand, typewriting, and accounting courses
as are graduates of accredited schools?
a. unaccredited high schools ) N0( )
b. business schools. ....... . YSB{ ) )
9-4. At which levels of instruction is exemption granted?
/^horth^nd Typewrit Ing coounting
]^eg. int, .dv. ^eg. Ini, Adv. ’Seg. tni. ..d^v,
rTTTTT T^rm T^TT’rr
B. How much college credit is allowed in the subject matter






Be^. int. ; dv.T^TTTT
Accounting
Beg. Int. dv.
T) 1 r T r
C, From how many semester or quarter hours in these subject
matter fields may an individual be exempted?
Shorthand { ) Typewriting ( ) Accounting ( )
n S ^irjX: Jii
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Generei Cbeck-Llst (Contlna&d) 3.
lO-^, Jfoi* coursoB in which exemption is granted please indicate
the number of hours of college credit given on the various
levels of Inetruotlon*
^'horthand Typewrit in^g ccounting
tesB. Xnt. Ady, B«g. Int. .dv. tiet;, int. i*dT.T^T TTr T^T TT T T T
B* If college credit is granted for pre-oollegiete training
in these subject matter fields, does it count toward a
bacoelaureate degree?
ohorthend yE£( ) Typewriting Y2Bi ) ilcoounting TiSSi )
HO ( ) HO ( ) HO ( )
C. If college hour credit is not ordinarily given for courses
from which exemption is granteci, may a student, by success*-
fully passing a competency test, secure such credit toward
a bacoalaureat degree?
iihorthand YES( ) Typewriting yss( ) Accounting TSS( )
( ) HO ( ) HO { )
11* By what means do you exempt students from shorthand, type-
writing, and accounting courses?
•TV8* Placement testing*. *•( )
b. ^icoeptancc of secondary school credentials, ••••*• ( )
e* Acceptance of student's statement as to his
proficiency* ••••*( )
d* Acceptance of publishing house awards Indioeting
a degree of profloionoy** •( }
e* LIST other methods of exemption
1£* ?hf t courses does a student pursue in lieu of those from
which he la exempted? /re they prescribed? elective? or a
oombinatlon of prescribed and el^iive '^
Pres Elec Comb
a* Courses in his major field of concentrstion ( ) ( ) ( J
b* Courses of a general educe- ion-cultural-
liberal arts nature* •*•*••••• ( ) ( ) ( }
c* Additional courses in education* *•*•,••*.*
•
( } { ) ( )
^*N07I. ,?l! Upon completion of Question #12, will those who
indicate that they exempt by xaeans of PLACWSHT T-|
i:iO, please consider now the specific cheoic-listB
which pertain to the field or fields in which such
exemption is offered:
Check-List At Typewrit InA' — Page 5-6
Check-List B: Shorthand — Page 7-8
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StMrel Cheok^Llfit (Concluded) 4.
NOTE/'S
;
^111 thOKe who do not exei^t by FL.\CEI^?TT TE STING
please return the General Check-list to the author
at this point*
Howeyer. •«. .before making this return will you
please take this opportunity to record below any
comment conoernin*': the problem of exemption which
you may heye. Such comments ere most welcome; and
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5Cheoic^Llgt Ai Typenyritlmy.
I* iVhat <5o you cell your toste? Plscemeat teste.. •{ )
Proficiency tests. ( )
Competency teste.. ( )
Skill tests. .*••..( )
PLB/- ‘E LIST other test namee,
2. type of test is given?
A. test constructed by;





B. printed tests constructed by;
1. texttjook authors. . . ,{ )
£• publishing houses ( )
LIST tests used .
)
3. testing bureaus. •.«••.... ( )
( PLEASE Li:^T tests used.)
4. others. ( )
( PXj *?»as li> LIST tests used.)
C. Exploratory or try-out work In class...! )
3* When and where ere these tests given? ( jaswer either A or B )
Before registration: 1. In the secondary school! )
B. in the college. •! )
B. iifter registration: 1. before work is done in the dess! )
Zm after trial work has been done
in the class • ! )
4. To how many testings are the students subjected?...! )
5. Approximately, what is the total testing time in luinutea?! )
6. Is practice permitted befor. the tests? YSS! ) NO! )
7. Is directed practice offered prior to the testing? TSr>! )N0! )
6. Do your tostr call for an: oral response.
j
)
written response. .••.••• I )
combination oral-written respoasel )
(OVKR, Please.)
r.
4 «« % -
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Cheok-Mst hi Tjrpewrltlug (Concladed) 6.
‘.'het lo the degree and nature of the proficiency ©ought in
theae tcstcY
'*¥ordi>( Per p:inute Ko. of -iCourt'cy Errors
Nufa^er or <»roWs H'inutas 1lowed
Beginning... { T" TT ) Vt . )
Intermediete ( ) ( ) ( ) { ) (
Advanced • • • • ( ) ( ) ( ) ) { i ( }
10. For what f.peclel cojapetencles do you test?
Jraeing .T) TT* TT*
Tebulc^tloa. * ( )
i.ftgfel Typing ( )




Direct DiotHtion.. * { }
uigaa and Nvi:eber8..( )
6 .{ }up i^etters


















( ) ( )
{ ) ( )
NOT:’,! IVill you please feel free nt thle point to record below
«ny ooa^aents you may have oonoerning the problem of
execiption. Toeeibly you may hove eomsients «7lth
pf^rtlouler reference to the field of Typewriting
exemption.









!• Y^hat do you call your tests? Placement tents... ( )
Proficiency tests. j )
Competency tests.. { )
Skill teats. ......( *)
LIoT other test names
a, 'Tiat type of test is given?
A. tests constructed
1.




3. FLBAGK Li::>T others_
B. printed teats constructed by;
1 . textbook authors ........ 7 1 )
2. publishing houses. ....... ( )
( PLIAIS^ LI.:^T tests used .
)
3. testing bureaus... ( )
( PT.j:i\SL LIST tests used.
4. others ( )
t PLSA::;^ LIST tests used.
C. Exploratory or try-out work in class... ( )
3. end where are these tests given? ( /Jiswer either A or B.)
A. Before registration: 1. in the secondary achooH )
2. in the college. ........ ( }
B. After registration: 1. before work is done in the class ( )
2, after trial work has been done
in the class • « ( }
4. To how many testings are the students subjected?...! )
5. Approximately, whet is the total testing time in minutes?! )
6. Is practice permitted before the tests? YSS{ ) N0( )
7. Is directed practice offered prior to the testing? YEA! )N0( )
6, Do your tests call for an; oral response. ..! )
written response... ( )
combination oral-written responsi ! )
!OVEn, Please.)
^r.
{ » . .
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Chaok-Liat B: rShorthand (Concluded) 8.
9-A# ^'hat is the degree and nature of the proficiency sought in
theee tests?
DICTATION TRy>^fDCRpTICN
No •of Aecuracy Hate (if any) Degree of
WFM Kinutes % 2!EM ^ailability
Beginning. • .TT ( F T) t J T^l ^
Interfiled late ( ) ( ) ( j ( ) { )
Advanced •••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
B. Theory testing:
Is the individual ever tested by a separate test to deter-
mine his understanding of the theory of the shorthand
course from which he desires exemption?
Beginning YBr»( ) Intermediate TSS( ) Advanced YES{ )
NO ( ) NO ( ) m ( )
C. Tor what special competencies do you test?
Phrasing. • • . • • n
Vocabulary. .••••••( }
Penmanship ( }
Letter Writing ( )
Office Procedure ••.*•( )
High Speed Dictation )
Business Abbreviations ( }
Longhand Transori pt ion .....( )
Heading Shorthand Plates... ( )
Transcription on Typewriter ( )
Others: ( )
any comments you msy have concerning the problem of
exemption. Possibly you may have comments with particu-




( ) ( )
( ) { )
{ ) ( )
( } ( )
( ) ( }
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( }
( ) ( )
1 ) { )
record below
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Cheok-«Llst C; ooountlnp; 9,
1 . V/hat do you cell your tests? Ploceaent te8ts.,,( )
jTofioiency tests* ( )
Competency teste* •( )
Skill tests.*..,.*! )
X'LEA£>^ LIST other test nemea^
2. V/hat type of test is given?
constructed byi
1. subject astter teachers..! )
2. department heeds. .•.*••..
!
)
5 . LIST others
B. printed testr- constructed by;
I* textboolc authors . * , . . .
.
.7 ! )
2* publishing houses ! )
! PLKA8S LIST tests used.)
3
.
testing bureaus •.*•,! )
! P.LEAME Ll^Pr tests used.)
4 * others ! )
! PLEASE LIST tests used.)
C, Exploratory or try-out v^fork in class...! )
3 , "hen and where are these tests given? (;<nswer either A or B.
A. Before registration: 1 . in the secondary school! )
2* in the college ! )
B. fter registration: 1 , before work is done in the class! !
2. after trial work has been done
in the class. ! 1
4 * To how many testings are the students subjected?..,! )
5 . Approximately, what is the total testing time in minutes?! )
6. Is practice permitted before the tests? TES! ) TJC! )
7 . Is directed practice offered prior to the testing? TSS! )N0 ! )
6. 1)0 your tests call for an: oral response I )
written response 1 }
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Check-List Ci Accounting (Concluded)
9, Is the student ever tested In a separate portion of your
placement test to determine his understanding of the theory
of the accounting course from which he desires exemption?
Beginning YiSbi ) Intemediete TK6{ ) Advanced )
hO ( ) . NO ( ) NO ( )
10. '^'111 you please indicate whether or not you test for the



















Analysis of Accounts. ....

























































Will you please feel free at this point to record below
eny comments you may hf^ve concerning the problem of
exemption. Fosslbly you may have comments with particular
reference to the field of Accounting exemption.
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The second major source of Informrtion for this study wes
that of educational literature, primarily that of the profegslo4*
si journals, throusrhout the pest twenty years. Bibliographies
were drawn up, consisting of articles dealing with the many
phases of Terticel articulation. The Delta Pi Kpsilon . Rlblio*
^.raphy of P^^searoh studies In Business Education . 1920 to 1040 .
and the Business "Education Index, sponsored by the Delta Pi
Hpsiloa Fraternity, and published by the Gregg Publishing
Company, were consulted* These two Instruments dealt chiefly
with the literature in the field of business education. The
more inclusive I^ducstioafcl Index was consulted for related
studies in the whole field of education.
Articles peruried in the field of business education were
found in the Journal of Business Education; the Business %duca*
tion V/orld ; the Balance Sheet; /unerican Business Education;
Business Education Outlook; the UBSA Forum, of the United
Business Education Association; and the bulletins of the
National Association of Buslmss Teacher-Training Institutions.
Other journals to which recourse was made were the High
School Journal; Progressive Education; School Hevlew; Schcc.l
Methods; School and Society; School l!anageiaent ; Nation’s School!
Journal of Rlgher Education; ’Xducetion; and School Record,
These lists, by no means, exhaust the titles of journals which
were consulted in this study, me review of the bibliography
will reveal.
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Advantage waa taken of the library Inter-loan plan to
secure theses Trooi other sections of the country. In addition
»
theses at the Boston University, School of Education, Elbrary
were studied.
Textbooks, monographs, yearbooks of various organizations,
and publications of the American Council on Kducatlon and the
National Education Association of the United States were put to
good use. The letter two proved to be especially good sources.
The : let ionary of Education and Webster* s Golle ;late
JHctlonsry , fifth edition, were used In the definition of the
terminology In Chapter 1.
The list of members of the l^atlonal Association of fuslness
Teacher-Training Institutions was secured from Bulletin ^36 of
the association, pages 66 - 71, and dated '%y 1945. Subsequent
bulletins were consulted for chan^^es In this menbershlp list.
The guide used in the classifleatirm of the teacher
education Institutions as to private or public was tlie
Educational Directory , 1946 - 47, ?art 3.^
Ill* Classification of the Data
- Upon the receipt of the completed queationralres from the
participating Institutions, the data contained were entered on
master data sheets. Separate sheets were maintained for public
Institutions and private Institutions to expedite the tabulation
of this Information. Similarly, subsidiary sheets were main-
tained for those Institutions In both classifications which
exempted In some form and those which did not exempt. Followed
1. linited States Office of Education, Educational Directory 1
1946 - 47, Part 3, Superintendent of Documents, Government;
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further, sheets were m&int&lned for those institutions which
exempted by meens of placement testing. The date were sum-
marized •^.nd tabulated.
It will be recalled that three distributions of the ques-
tionnfire were made to a total of one hundred and thirty-eight
prospective pertiolpants. The desired minimum return was set aJ
fifty per cent. Actual returns, however, SiEOunted to one
hundred thirteen, or 81,9 per cent of the total distribution.
This exceeded by 31,9 per cent the minimum desired, According
to research standard© thl© was considered as a better-thsn-
arerage return,
Sight, or 7,1 per cent, of the total questionofilres which
were returned, for various reasons were excluded fro® the studyi
One institution returning the questionnaire did not offer under*
greduate courses in shorthand, typewriting, and accounting,
Another had in the past year discarded instruction in these
fields. Two returns were so ambiguous with respect to policies
on exemption that they were elimlneted from the study. Three
institutions completed questionnaires in response to both the
second and third distribution, and In each Instance the duplloa*
tion resulted in diametrically opposed answers; for this reason
these three were excluded. One questionnaire was received too
late for inclusion in the study.
With the deletion of these eight returns, a net total of
one hundred five participants was realized as the basis of the
study. There were seventy public end thirty-five private
institutions in this group, =
' /
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In the presentation of the tabulated data in this study
the tables will be baaed on the 105 usable returns indicated on
page 46, However, in the tabulation of the dat from the
specific check-lists (see pages 34 to 43) the tables will be,
for the most part, based upon the returns froffl only those
institutions exempting by tasting, at least in part. The table*
for this date and the resultant descriptive material will be
actually based on the useble portion of these returns.
Because of the recurrence of certain terms in the tabula-
tion of the data gathered and in the commentaries accompanying
the tabulation, it is well at this tlire to define the same as
they apply to this study, Abbreviations of the terms also are
included. The terms follow:
1, Exempting ( l^xg ) : indicates the presence of an exemption
policy.
£. -Ton- .'exempting ( N, -^g ) : indicates the lack of an exemp-
tion policy.
3. IlOQ-Usable ( aj.XJse ) ; refers to those questionnaires
returneTTrom the distributions and which could
not be included in this study.
4, Won-Ascertainable (N.Asc): indicates that a general
policy exists toward exemption, but the extent
is not known.
Offered ( N.Off ) ; indicates that the subject matter
^ieid being considered is not offered by institu-
tions completing the Questionnaire,
6, Wot Specified ( N».Sp8o ) : no answer to the question.
-Private : refers to those private business teaoher-
eduoatlon institutions included in the study.
8. Public : refers to those public business teacher-
education institutions included in the study.
*
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In addition to the previous eight definitions, certain
abbreviations are used frequently in the tabulation. They are
clarified below:
!• fi frequency of response,
£, f>*, indicates percent or percentage,
3, Beg: beginning level of instruction in a subject field,
4 , Int; interaiediate level of instruction in a subject
field,




Other abbreviations, peculiar to certain tables, will be
explained in conjunction with the tables.
To conclude this final section, which concerns the tabula-
tion of data secured by the questionnaire, two series of tables
are presented. Of the flrnt series. Table I-A, peg© 49, cles-
slfles the 113 returns both according to the distributions from
which they were received and the utility of the returns to the
study. However, in this table, es wall as other tables in this
chapter, percentages have not been calculated with reference to
I
the utility aspect of the returns. Such data is more pertinent
to Chapter III, '^hon this presentation is made in Chapter III,
the division according to distributions will not be made, I^uch
division, while of minor importance, is more closely related to
the procedures of the study.
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Cuestioiingires T^e turned by
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Usable E3 47 35 105
!"on Usable 1 c. 5 8
TOTALr; £4 49 40 113
HI. 2, 43.4 35.4 100.0
A8 Indicated by Table 1-A, it was learned th<it the first
distribution, or re uest, resulted in twenty-four returns, or
Al.S per cent of the total response. The distribution which
followed yielded forty-nine replies, or 43.4 per cent of the
total. The fin?! distribution realized forty returns, or 35.4
per cent of the total 113 returns. The second distribution
proved to be the most productive of the three appeals made.
In Table I-B, presented on page 50, it is noted that seven,
or 19.0 per cent, of the total returns were received from the
first distribution mcde to private business teacher-educrtion
institutions. Both the second and third distributions realized
identio?^^! returns; fifteen, or 40.5 per cent, of the entire
thirty-seven institutions returning questionnaires constituted
the returns for e«;ch distribution.
Table I-C is concerned with the response of public business
teaoher-educfitlon iristitutioris to the ruestlonnaire. Table i-C
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<^ue s 1 1 ont 'a ire 8 Returned by 57 Private
Busineaa Teacher-Kclucatlor. Ins titutlora
,















Usable 6 15 14 35
^on Usable 1 0 1 2
TOTALf 7 15 15 37
1^.0 40.5 40,5 100.0
In Table I-C, which follows, seventy-six replies were re-
ceived frcxn public institutions . Seventeen, or 22.4 per cent,
were received as the result of the first distribution; thirty-
four, or 44,7 per cent, from the second distribution; twenty-
five, or 32.9 per cent, from the third, and final, distribution*
TABLE I-C
Questionnaires Returned by 76 Public
Business Teacher-Education Institutions ,









A- j 3 •
Total
Diet •
Usable 17 32 21 70
Non Usable 0 2 4 6
' TOTALS 17 34 25 76
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A Coaiparatlve Recepltulatloa of
'^uestlonnelres Keturaed* 1Q5 jjusTnesa Teaoher~
Kducatlori InstltutionB
.







Usable 35 70 105
'Jon Usable 2 6 8
TOTALS 37 76 113
TllRCEhTAGfCS 32.7 67.3 100.0
Of interest in the recapitulation of Table TI Is the fact
that thirty-seven, or 32.7 per cent, of the total one hundred
thirteen returns were aiade by private institutions; seventy-six,
or 67.3 per cent, by public institutions.
It is of passing interest in closing to note the nature of
the college credit earned et the business teacher-education
Institutions Included in this study. This information, as
featured in Table III on the following page, was sought directly
by questioimeire to obviate the task of searching out the seme
information from the college catalogs of the institutions
surveyed. Cuch information was of a utllitarien value in con-







Analysta of Semeater^Hour and Qaarter»Hour
College Credit aa Earned in 35 ^Ivate and 70
Public Bus inea a Teacher-Kducatlon Institutions
•
Semester Hour Qjiarter Hour Tot*ila
f % f f <
Public 44 62.9 26 37.1 70 100.0
Private 29 83.0 6 17.0 35 100.0
TOTAT/S 73 69.5 32 30.5 106 100.0
Table III presents a comparison between those institutions
offering semester-hour credit and those offering quarter-hour
credit. It was found that 73, or 69.5 per cent, of the insti-
tutions offered semester-hour credit; 32, or 30.5 per cent,
quarter-hour credit. In the public Institutions 62.9 per cent
offered semester-hour credit. Eighty-three per cent of the
private institutions offered semester-hour credit.
From additional commentaries on the returned questionnaires
it was learned that two public institutions, both from the seme
state. Indicated that they were planning to change from a
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CHAi^KK III
The flndlnge of this study, as presented In Chapter III,
are grouped according to the niajor objectives of the study
as set forth in Chapter !•
Objective Is A survey to determine the factors which
govern the exemption policies of business teacher*education
institutions
•
Factors determining the extent of exemotion s From the
presentation of data In Table IV, page 54, it was learned that
73.2 per cent of the total institutions surveyed listed the
college itself as the sole determiner of exemption policy.
State certification regulations governed in 9.9 per cent of the
replies. It was learned also that a combination of these two
factors was of third importance j 6.9 per cent of the replies
revealed this fact.
Both the private and the public institutions followed this
same pattern, but percentage representation differed. Of the
public institutions 34.8 per cent Indicated the college as the
sole determiner; of the private, 65.7 per cent. State certifi-
cation regulations prevailed as the dominating factor In 7,6
per cent of the public business teacher-education Institutions
and 14.3 per cent of the private. A combination of these two
factors amounted to 4,6 per cent of the public Institutions and
11.4 per cent of the private.
All other single factors and combinations of factors did
>3
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not exceed 3*0 per cent of the public Institutions 5 3.6 per
cent of the private; and 6.0 per cent of the entire group of
business teacher-education institutions surveyed.
Evaluation of a unit of work on the secondary level with
an equivalent collegiate unit: A second phase of Objective I
involves an evaluation of a year of work on the secondary level
in the fields of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting.
In Table V-A, page 57, the first of three related tables,
this evaluation in the field of shorthand will be considered.
It was found in Table V-A that 40.6 per cent of the total
institutions, an identical 40*6 per cent of the public insti-
tutions, and 40.7 per cent of the private institutions surveyed
equated this unit on the secondary level with one semester*
s
work In college. In addition, 31.9 per cent of the total
institutions surveyed, 86.6 per cent of the public institutions
surveyed, and 44.5 per cent of the private institutions polled
gave no equivalent value to a year of work on the secondary
level. Only 17,6 per cent of the total institutions surveyed
and 23.4 per cent of the public Institutions surveyed deemed a
year of work on the secondary level equivalent to one quarter’s
work In college. In the private institution category, a
relatively Insignificant 3.7 per cent was realized for this
same factor.
In Table V-£5, on page 53, a year of work on the secondary
level in typewriting was evaluated. The percentages realized
i
1
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under all ttirec headings of the table paralleled closely those
noted In Table V-A* Of the total Institutions surveyed 41.7
per cent equated this unit on the secondary level with a
semester’s work In college as contrasted with the 42.2 per
cent of the public Institutions and with an approximate 40.7
per cent of the private institutions surveyed. The institutions
which granted no equivalency to the secondary unit of work
constituted 20,7 per cent of the total institutions surveyed,
25,0 per cent of the public, and approximately 40.7 per cent of
the private Institutions sui*veyed.
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TABLE V-A
Bval\tation of a Year of ?lfork: on the
Secondary Level In the Field of Shorthami
at lOB Busineaa Teacher-" ducatTon InstttutTona
?uibllc Private Total
11
f ; f f
1
a 3 4.7 1 3.7 4 4.4
b 26 40.6 11 40.7 37 40.6
c 1 1.6 0 0.0 1 1.1
d 16 23.4 1 5.7 16 17.6
e 17 26.6 12 44.5 29 31.9
f 0 0.0 1 3.7 1 1.1
8 0 0.0 1 3.7 1 1.1
h 2 3.1 0 0.0 2 2.2
i 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
N .Off. 2 ..i. 1 ..... 3 ...
N .S pec • 4 •m am 7 —
.
11 —
TOI’ALS 70 100.0 36 100.0 105 100.0
LKQBKD:
a: A year' 3 work in college
b: A semester's work in college
c: Two quarters' work in college
d: A quarter's work In college
e: No equivaloui value
f: In the process of being worked out
g: From "b" to ”a”
h: Three-fourths of a semester
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i;valUL.tlon of £ Year of ’ ork on the
riecondyiry level^g”the Typewriting
et 165 t^uslaesB l^eBCh^3r»TIduc8tion Instltutioag
Public Private Total
f % f f %
a 4 6.2 1 3.70 5 5.5
b 27 42.2 11 40.74 38 41.7
0 3 4.7 1 3.70 4 4.4
d 12 IB .8 1 3.70 13 14.3
e 16 £5.0 11 40.74 £7 £9.7
f 0 0.0 1 3.70 1 1.1
e 0 0.0 1 3.70 1 1.1
h 2 3.1 0 0.00 2 ?:.£
i 0 0.0 0 0.00 0 0.0
K.Off. 2 1 3
n.i^pec. 4 — 7 ———
—
11 —
TOT 70 100.0 35 99.98 105 100.0
LICGEND:
a: ye : r*a v^ork la college
b: seaniestor’a Vvork in college
c; TVo que.rtera* work in college
d! A qurrter’s work in college
e: T )0 e -uivalent volue
f: In ttie pToceas of being worked out
g: From "b ’ to ’'b**
h: Three-fourths of a semester
i: One-hf If of a Quarter
•»' *. \
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In Table V-C, on par,e 60, a year of work on the secondary
level In accounting was evaluated. The nature of the findings
was basically the same as noted In Table V-A and Table V-B.
In the field of accounting 69.2 per cent of the total
Institutions surveyed revealed that no equivalent unit existed
on the collegiate level. This was true of 71,0 per cent of the
public institutions and 63.1 per cent of the private institu-
tions surveyed. Of the total Institutions surveyed 17.3 per
cent equated a semester’s work In college with a year of work
on the secondary level. This evaluation amounted to 17.7 per
cent of the public Institutions surveyed and 16.8 per cent of
the private Institutions. Of all the Institutions solicited
8.7 per cent found a year of work on the secondary level
equivalent to one quarter’s work In college. Among the public
institutions this figure was 8.1 per cent, as contrasted with
10.5 per cent of the private instltutlc^is
•
It is of interest to note that one public Institution
eq^iated this unit of work on the secondary level with half a
quarter’s work In college.
Worthy of attention in this phase of Objective I are
commentaries submitted from the institutions. Frequent nota-
tions were made that any equivalency designated by them was a
roughly made estimate. It was noted from another Institution
that a definite equivalency existed; however, such equivalency
was not necessarily granted "automa tically" In consideration of
exemption. Further notations indicated that "except in very rar 1
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cases” no equivalency was granted and that equivalency once
established was "often dis re,yarded."
TABLE T-C
Evaluation of a Year of on the
Secondary Level in the Field oF Accounti^
at 16S Business feccher-Education institutions
Public Private Total
f % f % f %
a 1 1.6 0 0.0 1 1.2
b 11 17.7 3 15.8 14 17.3
c 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
d 5 8.1 10.5 7 6.7
e 44 71.0 12 63.1 56 69.2
f 0 0.0 1 5.3 1 1.2
E 0 0.0 1 5.3 1 1.2
h 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
i 1 1.6 0 0.0 1 1.2
N.Off. 5 2 7
N.Spec. 3 14 — 17 —
TOT/iLS 70 100.0 35 100.0 105 100.0
LEGE1«<D
a: A yearns work in college
b: A semester* s work in college
c: Two quarters* work in college
d: ' quarter’s work in college
e: No equivalent value
f: In the process of being worked out
g; From "b” to '’a”
h: Three-fourths of a semester
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Two Indictments of the standard of work: completed on the
secondary level were noted atnon^ the commentaries* In the
first It was stated, "High schools vary 100 per cent In the
work required for equivalent credit*” The second apologized
for equating a year of secondary work to only one quarter of
work on the college level and stated, ".•.it Is true at the
present time, but should not be true when the level of
instruction in secondary work la raised to standards we may
reasonably expect."
Acceptance of graduates of unaccredited high schools and
business schools for exemption s I'ata as presented In Table VI
on page 62, revealed the results of an attempt to determine
whether or not graduates of both unaccredited high schools and
business schools were considered for exemption on the
collegiate level as were graduates of accredited high schools*
With respect to the graduates of unaccredited high schools, it
was learned that 73.6 per cent of the total Institutions sur-
veyed made no differentiation between the two types of institu-
tions. Of the public Institutions 76.9 per cent made no
distinction, while 65.0 per cent of the private schools
similarly drew no line of demarcation.
In the equating of .graduates of business schools 33.3 per
cent of the total institutions surveyed made no distinction.
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TABLS VI
TExeniptlon Policies in 105 Buslnesa
Teaclie^oduoation IxTstTtut ions as /.polled
to Graduates of Unaccredited Ilf^ Gchools and to
GradTates of Business rohoola
.
in Corapariaon ^Ith
the Policy toward Graduates of f cored tted TTlg;lli Schools
Unaccredited Publlc Private Total
High Gchools f % f % f
Yes 40 76.9 13 65.0 53 73.6
No 12 23.1 7 35.0 19 26.4
N.Spec. 14 — 12 — 26 —
N,3xg. 4 3 ..... 7 ....
TOT. iL3 70 100,0 35 100.0 105 100.0
Business Ihiblio Private Total
Schools f % f % f %
Yes 45 83.3 20 63.3 65 83.3
'
No 9 16.7 4 16.7 13 16.7
N.Spec. 12 — 6 — 20 —
N.Exg. 4 3 .... 7 ....




Yes: Graduetes of unaccredited high schools r^nd
business schools are exeaipted on the same
basis as graduates of accredited high schools.
No: Graduates of unaccredited high schools and
business schools are not exenpted on the some
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Comments Independent of Table Ml, yet related to this
second phase of Objective 1, revealed that nine public Institu-
tions differentiated in their acceptance for exemption between
unaccredited hlgh-achool and business-school graduates. Five
institutions accepted graduates from unaccredited high schools
but rejected graduates from business schools^ while four
differentiated in favor of unaccredited hlgh-achool rppaduates.
With respect to the private Institutions It was found that three
differentiated In favor of business-school graduates. One
institution stated, "Students from unaccredited high schools
are not admitted to o^a* college,"
Special prlvlle^ies for students with pre-colleglabe
training In shorthand . typewriting , and accounting i Information
concerning special privileges granted to students with pre-
Dollegiate training in shorthand, typewriting, and accounting
Is presented In three related tables. The first of these tables
I
VII-A, page 64) deals with the field of shorthand. The second
able (VII-B, page 66) deals with typewriting. The third table
VII-C, page 67) deals with accounting,
L»ata presented In Table VII-A revealed that 64.7 per cent
>f the total institutions surveyed granted no special privileges
^rhatsoever. Of the public institutions polled 61.4 per cent
I
granted no privileges, while 40,3 per cent of the private
nstltutlons took a similar stand.
It was learned also that 36,9 per cent of the total
: nstltutlons surveyed granted complete freedom from class
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Special PrlvHearer, Granted Studeats
with Fr8-COllegiate frr>1nin« in Shorthand
in 105 Business Teaoher«'::duo8tlon fastitutfons
rubllc Private TQtn3
f % f % f %
a 21 36.8 10 37.0 31 36.9
b 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
0 0 0.0 3 11.1 3 3.6
d 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
e 0 0.0 1 3.7 1 1.2
f 35 61.4 11 40.8 46 54.7
ec 0 0.0 1 0.7 1 1.2
eb 1 1.8 1 3.7 2 2.4
cd . 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
K.Off. 2 1 3
IT.npec. 11 — 7 18 ...
TOTALS 70 100.0 35 100.0 105 100.0
LdGx^TCD:
a: Complete freedom from oless attendance
b: Freedom from final examination
o: ^Responsibility for final examination
d: Class attendance only
a: In the process of being worked out
f: Ko privileges whatsoever
attendance. The piiblio institution representation for this
privlleije was 36.3 per cent. A nearly equivalent 37.0 per cent
was noted for the private Institutions.
ni^lth the exception of 11.1 per cent of the private Insti-
tutions which held the student responsible for the final
f.xaintnat ion only, other possible privileges were represente
J
by coTiparatlvely insignificant percentarea.
i«otl ;»
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In Table VII-B it v/as found that 54*1 per cent of the
total institutlofiB surveyed granted no privileges to students i|
.
I!
with pre-collegiate training in typewriting. A represt-^ntotion
of public institutions which amounted to 61.4 per cent similarli'
granted no special privileges, as contrasted with an approximati^
39.3 per cent of the private institutions.
T.^LE VII-B
Special Privileges Granted l^tudents
with Fre-collegiate Training in Typewriting




Public Private T 3tal !
f f % f %
a 20 35.08 11 39.20 31 36,5 ;
b 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.0
c 0 0.00 3 10.71 3 3.5
d 0 0.00 0 0.00 0 0.0 i
e 0 0.00 1 3.57 1 1.2
l|
'1
f 35 61.40 11 39.28 46 54.1
ac 0 0.00 1 3.57 1 1.2
ab 1 1.75 1 3.57 2 2.3 ij
od 1 1.75 0 0.00 1 1.2
N.Off, 2 1 3
,1
N.Spec. 11 6 — 17
!|
TOTALS 70 99.96 35 99.98 105 100.0
L-SOia^D:
e: Complete freedom from class attendance
b; Freedom from final examination
c: Responsibility for final exaininatlon
d; Class attendance only
e: In the process of being worked out
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Of the total Institutions surveyed 36.5 per cent granted
complete freedom from class attendance. Approximately 35.1
per cent of the public Institutions followed a similar policy,
as well as an approximate 39.3 per cent of the private colleges
and universities surveyed.
Table VII-B revealed also that 10.7 per cent of the privati
Institutions extended the privilege of freedom from final'
examination.
Table VII-G, on page 67, revealed that 34.0 per cent of
the total Institutions granted no privileges whatsoever In the
field of accounting. This attitude was noted in 91.5 per cent
of the public and in 63.6 per cent of the private institutions.
It was learned also that 14.3 per cent of the total Institutions
solicited granted complete freedcwi from class attendance. This
theme was noted also among the public business teacher-education
institutions where an 8.5 per cent representation was noted.
This factor was most noticeable in the field of the private
schools, for there, 31.3 per cent granted the privilege of
complete freedom from class attendance.
A comparative survey of the last throe tables revealed a
striking similarity and frequent duplication between the per-
centages noted in the fields of shorthand and typewriting.
This trend might suggest tiriat because of the close relation-
ship between these two fields a policy determined for either
field found approval in the other. The striking dissirollarlty
noted in the field of accounting made more impressive this
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Special rrlylle^:^e8 Graated Students
^ith PTe^oolieginte T^einiak in Acco^tlnf^
la IPS business Teacher- Education IaatitutIon
s
! ubllc r rivate Total
iif f % f *
i a 5 6,5 7 31.8 12 14.8
1'
,1 b 0 0,0 0 0.0 0 0.0
|i
0 0 0,0 0 0.0 0 0.0
1
1 d 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
e 0 0.0 1 4.6 1 1.2
f 54 91,5 14 63.5 68 84.0
j eo 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
! ab 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0




'T.rpec. 6 — 11 -
—
17
TOT^.Ll. 70 100,0 35 100.0 105 100.0
LSaEND:
:i
a : Complete freedom from class attendance
:|
;l
b: Freedom from final examination ''
c: Responsibility for final examination 1
d: Class attendance only '1
e: In the process of being worked out
f: No privileges whatsoever '1
To sianmarize the general tendencies in the fields of short
hand, typewritlap;, nad ecoounting, it is noted that In a
laajorlty of c^ses no special privileges were granted to students
with pre-collegiato training in these fields, ^^'hen privileges
were granted, they consisted almost exclusively of complete
freedom from dess sttendence. As mentioned, a striding like-
ness was noted between the policies of the fields of shorthand
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lees liberality In granting special privileges to the Individual
trained on the pre-collegia te level.
•Methods by which exemption was panted: Table VIII-A, on
page 69, entails a treatment of the methods by which exemption
was effected In the Ins tlt\it ions siarveycd. There were three
chief methods by which such exemption was granted, the first of
which was placement testing. Of secondary importance was the
acceptance of secondary school credentials by the collegiate
Institution. The third method was a combination of the two
previously mentioned. Other methods or conblnatlon of methods
did not exceed 18.0 per cent of the representation of the total
institutions surveyed.
Of the total institutions surveyed 68.2 per cent exempted
by placement testing; of the public institutions surveyed
51.5 per cent exempted in this manner, as compared to 71.9 per
cent of the private institutions. Of the total Institutions
16.4 per cent exempted solely on the basis of secondary school
credentials. This policy was followed in 19.7 per cent of the
public Institutions and 9.4 per cent of the public Institutions.
A combination of these two methods of exemption — placement
testing and acceptance of secondary school records — amounted
to 8.2 per cent of the total institutions, 7.6 per cent of the
public Institutions, and 9.4 per cent of the private Institu-
tions. It is interesting to note that 4.6 per cent of the pub-
lic Institutions granted exemption solely on the basis of the
student's statement as to his proficiency. In one Instance a
personal conference was Indicated as the method of exemption.
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70 99.9 S5 100.0 105 100.0
s: lac«r.<tt*nt teatlng
b: .cceptaaca of secor-.dfxry school orsdentlals
c: cosptancf^ of student*© stateisient a« to hie
proflolenoy
d: ooeptence of publiehing house swards IndiCiiting
a dejrree of proficiency
e: Cooibinatlon of ’b and Pegent'a “(COord’*
f: ersonpl oonfsrenoe
g: In the process of being worked out
l^2t> HA
















As Indicated in Table VIII-B, on page 71, 68.5 per cent
of the institutions surveyed exeitipted by testing, at least In
part. In the field of shorthand. The percentage for the total
institutions surveyed for the field of typewriting was 61*1 per
cent and 53.5 per cent In the field of accounting. In every
subject matter field the private institutions exceeded by far
the percentage to which exemption in public institutions was
effected by testing. For example, 32.1 per cent of the private
Institutions exempted In this manner In the field of shorthand,
as contrasted with 43.5 per cent of the p^^bllc institutions.
This decided difference, noted also in the field of typewrltlngi
was most apparent in the field of accounting.
This dissimilarity between private and public institutions
Is Indicated In a further analysis of Table VTII-A, on page 69.
This difference may possibly be a reflection of the fact that
19.7 per cent of the public institutions exempted solely by
the acceptance of secondary school credentials. An additional
7.5 per cent effected exemption through the acceptance of
secondary school credentials In comblriatlon with various other
factors, excluding placement testing. The representation for
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TOTALwS (62) 43 23 53.5
LSOPLi:
:
*i Non-usable returns in Table VIII-B ere not
considered in computinf percentages.
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The Chang In..?: stataa of exemption polio les t From Table
IX-A, on pa£5e 73, It was learned that 3.5 per cent of the total
Inatitutiona surveyed, both public and private, had discarded
exemption plans In the field of shorthand within the past ten
years. Public institutions, with a percentage of 9.5, exceeded
the 6.5 per cent rate of discard of the private business teacher
-
education institutions.
In the field of typewriting 10.9 per cent of the public
institutions iiad In the past decade tried and discarded exemp-
tion plans. This was in excess of the 6.5 per cent realized
from a compilation of private institution data. The percentage
of public and private business teacher-education Institutions
combined was 9*5
In the field of accounting the private institutions, with
6.9 per cent, exceeded the public institutions* degree of dis-
card, which was 4.9 per cent. The total of all institutions,
both public and private, was 6.6 per cent, the lowest percentage
of discard of the three subject matter fields S‘'-irveyed.
The reasons given for the discarding of exemption plans
proved to be most revealing. It was claimed in one Instance
that students exempted knew the narrow skills but not the back-
ground Included in college courses. In another instance it was
found necessary to re-teach in these fields due to poor previous
preparation and due to the lapse of time since these skills had
been learned. One administrator felt that an untrue picture of
the student’s ability was revealed by such exemption procedures.
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*: 'Ton-usobXe returns in Table IX-- .are not
considered in coiaputlng percentages.
It wfts also noted in one Instonoe that the Btudcnte objected to
any ©xe;«:ptlon beceuoe they had for^^otten auch In theee three
fieldF. To the other extrecie, students, it v?es olaiited, sought
easy credit In repoatine: courses. Consequently, they refused to
seek exemption. A final cooL’r.cnt entailed the statement that the
teeoherr wflthin the business depcrtment of the institution mere
not Hstlsflad V. 1th the results of the pl'n extnr4t,
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Table Ahich follows, inuiottes the extent to which
new exe:Tiption plens awaited Installation in the institutions
surveyed,
IX-B
The hxtent to '/liioh Tjcemptlon ]i Ians
Awaited InstaTlation in th<^ yields Shortiianci
.
Typewriting: .
and Aocountlnp; in juJh Business Teacher«^'iuoatfoa institutions
Shorthand
Hetuipns Institutions Install in£r
^I.TJse,’' Usable f %
Public 1 6) 84 7 10,9
Private ( 1) i>4 2 5,9
TOTALw { 7) 98 9 9,2
Typewriting
Public ( 6) 64 9 14.1
Prlvete ( 1) 34 2 5.9
TOTAU; (Tj 96 11 11.2
accounting
Public (10) 60 4 6.7
Privfite ( 3) 32 2 6.3
TOTAI.S (13) 92 6 6,5
*
: Kon-usable returns in Table IX-B are not considered
in computing percentages •
In the field of shorthand 10,9 per cent of the public
Institutions, as contrasted with 5,9 per cent of the priv?^te
institutions, hod exe.iiption plans pending Instellatlon , The
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.:;f-j .;‘;’i''i..i<!i*2: • Jfo-. 'i.-j it’'- t .-ijr.ct- i'-i'j’ '.!of
' la the field of typewriting It was found t'oet 14,1 per cent
of the publio Inetltutlona end 6,9 per oent of the private had
exemption plans pending installation. Correspo^idingly » a high
percentage of 11.2 fox* the total Institationa surveyed, both
public and private, was realised.
In the field of accounting little difference was noted
between the extent to which plana awaited Ina tallation. The
findings were that 6.7 per cent of trie public Inatitub Ions and i
6.3 per cent of the private bualness teacher-education tnatl-
tutlo'ia had plana pen^Alng In the field of aocoantlng. Tlie
percentage for both tne public and private Institutions combined
was 6.5.
tor the purpose of uetorrainlng the extent of a possible
relationship between the findings of Table IX-A and Table IX-B,
the data from each table were arranged in a Juxtaposea graphic [
recapitulation la Table IX-0 , on page 76. This table shows
j
I
84 Institutions of the total 105 sui’voyed which In the field of
;
shorthand, typewriting, and accounting had either dlsc&nded
|
I
exemption plans during the past ten years (A) or Intended
j
Installation of new plana (h)*
I
The institutions are arbitrarily numbered in arable numeral^
lacoordlag to private and publLo cate^^orios. (There arc seven
|
private and seventeen public institutions.) Coluwnar totals
for these Individual olaasif Icationa arc provided for ease In
j
]j
ear.oarison with Tables tX-A and IX-C. i
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TABLE 1:1-0
Celected* Bualntjss Teacher-gducatlon lastltutloas
Eliher MscaFuing^ gxempiion ^^lans Durin^y the PaatTen
Years (a) or Xn^ending an instaXlfction or t?evi’ Mans
in the Fi eld 5 of sHorthandT"*l*yp aviTftii^ , and .^.cconntinge
Shorthand Typewriting Accounting
A B A B A B
‘rivate










Total A £ 2 2

















££. 0 0 0
23. 0 0 0
£4. c 0
Total A 6 7 3
Total B 7 9 4 ^
L GPNr;
*: Table IP-C is based on the returns from twenty-four
institutions.
. #pTl «iU *J0 Hi C»««>!3 »Si0Q? i**
r r — • imm^mmmmtm irillU
By reference to Table IX-*G It will be noted, for Inatance,
tliat the first listed Institution had plans pending Installetios
in the fields of shorthand, typewriting, and acsounting (B).
The Institution llctcc in third position had an eicc*nptlon plan
penning in the field of accounting only* On the other hand,
the fourth institution had discarded exetaptlon plans in all
t>iro© fields of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting (A).
Instibutlou nusiber 6 had discarded within the past ten years
an cxe^iption plan In the field of shortiiand only.
With one exception, Inatltablon inuaber 17, there were no
institutions which hart exesnpblon plane pending, after once
having discarded within the past decade similar ©xesuptlon plans.
This one institution represented 4.2 per cent of the 24 featursd
in the table. Thirteen, or 54*2 per cent, were Installing plans
where none had existed before, at least during the last ten
years* Ten, or 41*6 per cent, had discarded plana within the
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Objective III A de terraInation of the extent to which
exempt Ion is ,«r«nte 1 in the subject matter fields of shorthand,
ty pewr It 5,n3, and accountln^y.
iias Irieas teacher-ednca tloti .Inatltutiona exempt in,v; in at
least one ina tanco i The key to the first minor aspect of
Objective II was founci In the data depleted below In TaDle X,
From this data the extent to which business teacher-education
institutions ©xe/apted in at loaat one Instance was noted.
TABLT, y.
The Extent of Exempt ion In Some Instance
in iSb Husineas Teacher-:.dues t Ion Ins'tl'tutTons
Public i^ivate Total
f f % f A'
Exempting 66 94,5 52 90,6 93 93.5
Uon-
xe apting 4 6.7 5 9,4 7 6.7
T0'’‘Ar>‘? 70 100.0 55 100.0 105 100.0
It was learned tiiat per cent of the public Institu-
tions represented In this study ^'ranted exemption In at least
one Instance. A^oon^ the private Inattt^xtlons this f injure was
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Th» CTAxianira levela of instruction from which exemption was
granted ; Table XI, on page 30, is a more detailed presentation
than la Table X, for It provides the answers to the final minor
objectives of major Objective II, In its determination of the
maximum levels of instruction within the subject matter fields
of shortiiand, typewriting, and accounting from which exemption
was isranted. Table XI at the same time Indicates the frequency
with w^ilch exemption was granted within these seme levels of
instruction.
In roadlng and interpreting Table XI a trend is noted In
that the ij^eatest percentage of r^xlmum exemption was granted
from the beginning level of Instriiotlon In each of the three
subject matter fields, *’lth the increase to the more advanced
levels of instruction a decrement in peroontage representation
was noted.
It will be noted in passing that the not offered and non-
exempting categories for returns were Included in Table XI. Of
special interest is the ron-exemptin^T representation in the
accounting section of the table, wherein 66 Institutions did not
exempt In that particular field. This figure, when coupled with|
the seven Institutions not offering accounting, exceeded by 10
the frequencies on which tae total accounting section was foundaKl,
Actually, It was found that these 68 deletions were equivalent
to 61.0 per cent of the total institutions surveyed.
The three component sections of Table KT are presented In
adjunct to each other to enable an easier drawing of comparieor.s
73
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Til'S levels of Instruction frota *^lch 105
SuslnesF) Teecher-i^ducatTon Instituliione uranted ^xeiuptlon
Pablio Private Total
Shorthend f % f % f
36 54.6 17 60.7 53 56.4
Int. 14 Bl.B 6 B1.4 BO 21.3
Adv • 8 IB.l B 7.2 10 10.6
li • X^SC • 8 12.1 3 10.7 11 11.7




TOTALf. 70 100.0 35 100.0 105 100.0
Typewriting
Beg. 30 46.2 17 56.7 47 49.4




5 7.7 1 3.3 6 6.3
. .isc . 8 12.3 3 10.0 11 11.5
K.Off. ri 1 3
N.FjCg. 3 —
—
4 — 7 —
TOTALii^ 70 100.0 35 100 .,0 105 100. Q
.^ocounting
Beg. £0 62.5 7 63.6 27 62.6
Int. 3 9.4 1 9.1 4 9.3
/.dv. A 12.5 0 0.0 4 9.3
N. Aso. 5 15.6 3 27.3 B 18.6
K.Off. 5 B 7
r^.Axg. 33 — 22 —
—
55 —
T0TALF> 70 100.0 35 100.0 105 100.0
t
b«tween the data for public and private Inatltutlona
,
as well
as amon'j; the three subject mtter fields concerned. To arold
in Table XT elaboration of that which Is obvious In the table,
attention Is called only to the de<^ees of exemption on the
various levels of Instruction In the three subject natter fields
considered, 'mly the total of public and private iTXHtltutions
will be considered in this cOBiparison* flmllar Interpretations
ay be applied to both the public and private Institutions,
In the field of accounting It was learned that 62, B per
ent of the total Inatltutlone exempted on the beginning level.
In the field of shortYiand this figure was 56,4 per cent and In
typeirrltlns, 49.4 per cent.
Tn the field of typewriting exe'r.ption on the intermediate
level amounted to 52,3 per cent. The figure for shorttjand was
11.5 per cent} accounting, a low of 9,3 per cent.
On the advsneed level in the field of shorthend 10,6 per
Mnt of the total institutions granted their maxi-miins exemption,
rhls was followed In order by 9.3 per cent in the field of
icoour.tirg and 6,5 per cent in the field of typewriting.
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Objective Ills A credit evaluation of courses from which
exemptlor; was granted,
A evaluation of seneater credlt^hoiir offerin:i‘;s
and maximum semester oredlt»hours from which exemption was
perm3 tted i Objective III entailed Initially a comparative
evaluation of the semester credit-hour offerings in the fields
of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting with the Tnaximuia
amount of semester credit hours from which exemption was per-
mitted In these same fields*
The findings In the field of shorthand are presented In
Table XIl-A, on pages 34-B8, Similar tables for the fields of
typewriting and accounting will bo considered In turn. Because
of the slmllsrity of presentation and the resultant method of
reading and Interpreting the three related tables, the detailed
explanation which follows, for Table XII-A, will suffice for the
treatment of the tables pertinent to the fields of typewriting
and accounting*
A study of Table XII-A reveals that the institutions
ponoerned have been first numbered arbitrarily In arable
n^imerals (A). (There Is no relation suggested whatsoever by the
autsberlng of the Institutions In each of the three tables.)
Continuing from left to right, the credit-hour offerings of the
Institutions are presented (B). For immediate ccxnparlson, the
credit hours from which the Institutions permitted maximum
exemption Is presented (C). A percentage relationship between
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the maxlmura level of Instruction from which exemption was per-
mitted by the Institutions and to irtiloh the percentage relation^
ship (P) is equivalent la presented (K).
To Illustrate by example fran Table XII-A, the first Insti-
tution offered a total of 24 credit hours in the field of short-
hand. It permitted a maximum exemption of three, or 12.5 per
cent, of this total. This 12.5 per cent, in this instance, was
equivalent to a maximum exemption from, the beginning level of
instruction. A second illustration la noted in the case of
institution number 15. This institution offered 12 credit houn
in the field of shorthand, and it permitted a maximum exemption
of the same 12 credit hours, or 100.0 per cent of the total
offerings. This percentage was equal to exemption from the ad-
vanced level of Instruction.
The institutions are arranged In descending order accord-
ing to the number of credit hours offered. A composite pre-
sentation la made of all the institutions surveyed, irrespective
of type. However, in each classification, at the same time, 6a<
institution is presented with its related associates in a sepa-
rate column to facilitate isolation according to type for
singular or comparative analysis.
i^om Table XII-A it was learned that in the private insti-
tutions there was a range of from 5,33 to IS credit hours of
shorthand offered. Within the public classification a range of
from four to 24 credit hours was noted for the same issue. Pri-
vate institutions exempted a maximum of from two to nine credit
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In Table XII-B, page -^0, for ease of Interpretation, a
euraiiary of the salient points of Table XII-A lias been male.
Table XII-B Is Identical in purpose with similar tables, which
will follow In due course and which deal with the fields of
typewriting and accounting.
In perusing Table XII»B (see page 30) It Is noted that the
public and private data are combined. The inatltutiona which
permitted exemption are classified according to the percentage
to which exemption Is permitted (A) and the .laxlmum level of
Instruction from which exemption is granted (B) and to which
the percentage is equivalent.
For example. It Is noted that the maxLmiKtt of exemption for
six publ?.c Institutions was 100 per cent of the credit hours
offered. Of these six, one exempted from the intermediate level
j
five from the advanced level. In this same percentage category,
five private Institutions exempted. Two of these Institutions
exempted on both the beginning and advanced level; one on the
intermediate level. When these figures for both the public and
private categories were fused, it was found tiiat 11 Institution!
exempted from 100 per cent of the credit hours offered. An
analysis of these 11 cases revealed that two exempted fron both
the beginning and the intermediate levels and seven from the
advanced level of Instruction.
With respect to the maximum levels from which exemption
was permitted, the findings of Table XII-B were in harmony
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institutions exempting varied Inversely as a higher level of
Instruction was reached. It w&e also found that as the more
advanced level of instruction was approached, the percentage of
exemption invariably Increased. There were a few instances
wherein institutions exempted a full 100 per cent of their
offerings in the field of shorthann
,
yet such exemption proved
equivalent only to exemption from the beginning or Intermediate
j
level of Instruction. This was due to th& fact that certain
|
Institutions offered shortharei only in the beginning level or,
I
at most, through the intermediate level of instruction.
The range of the percentage of exeftiptlon ivermltted in the
field of shorthand for the public institutions was fro?n 12.5
p®r cent to 100 per oentf for the private Institutiotis
,
from
13. B per cent to 100 per cent. The median percentage of per-
mitted exemption for both the public and private institutions in
the field of shorthand was found to be 60.0 per cent*
j
1 It was also learned in Table XII-B ti'iat the percentages
I
irepressnting the maxlaum credit-hour exeraptlon tenued to r^roup
jtheaaelvcs about certain percentage points (100 per cent, 66,7
par cent, 50.0 per cent, 33.5 per cent, and 25.0 per cent.)
IfhiB was perihape to be expected, for Instltutione which ed^onted
laxemption usually perialttoc! such exemption in oonvsnlent credit-
l^ieuv units. Actually, laoct of the odd peroenuages resulted from
h# conversion of quarter credit hour© bo aemeater credit hours
•
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As In Table XII-A« on pages 34 - 33, which dealt with the
comparative evaluation of seaxeater credit-hour offerings and
the maximum semester credit-hour exemptions permitted in the
field of shorthand. Table XIII-A, on pa;;ea - 96, treats
similarly the offerings in the field of typewriting. As
suggested on page 32 no further explanation as to the rea ilng
of Table XIII-A is necessary) It Is Identical with that of
Table XII-A which was explained at length on pages 82 - 33.
A similar presentation is made in Table XIV-A, on pages 100 -
101, which concerns the field of accounting.
It was learned from Table XIII-A that in the public
institution category a range of from two to fifteen semester
credit hours in the offerings in the field of typewriting was
made. The range of the private Institutions was leas - from
two to twelve credit hours. With respect to the degree of
maximum exemption permitted, the public institutions ranged
from 1.33 to 3 semester credit hours) the private Institutions
,
from 1 to 7 semester credit ho^irs
.
The data of Table XIII-A are aumnarlzed and grouped in
Table XIII-B, on page 98, In a more cogent presentation.
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As was true In Table XIT-B, on nage ^0, the per-^.enteges
representing the maximum credit-hour exemption in the field of
typewriting tended to proup decidedly about certain percentage
points, These points were 100 per cent, 66,7 per cent, 60 per
cent, 3S,5 per cent, and 26,0 per cent.
TYom Table XTTI-B it was found again that the figures
denoting the maxiprurj levels froci which exemption was permitted
were in agreement with those noted in Table XI, on page BO, for
the field of typewriting. Again, as In the case of shorthand,
the frequency of institutions exempting varied Invereely as the
higher levels of Inetr'jction were reached. Correspondingly,
higher percentages of exemption 7/erc realized, in the main, on
the advanced level.
It is interesting to note, howe^-er, that '^able XTTT-B
revealed that a sinaller percentage exempted on the beglnrlrig
level and a larger percentage on the Intermediate level, as
compared to the same findinra in shorthand in Table TII-P,
The range of percentages noted In the field of typewriting
for the private Institutions was frooi S^.l per cent to 100 oer
cent. The range for the oxibllc institutions was greeter, from
13.5 i>er cent to 100 per cent. The ajetUan porcentafie of
exemption for Uxe public Institutions in the field of type-
writing was 50.0 per cent, identical with that of the field
of shoi’tViand. The median percentage for the private institu-
tions In the field of shorthand was found to be 65.6 per cent.
The median for all of the 66 institutions included In Table
v»as« however » found to be 50^0 aar centm
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iIn Table XIV-A, on pai'as 100 • 101 a compapatlv© eval^ia-
tlon of semeater credit hours offered In the field of account-
ing and of the maximuin levels from which exemption la permitted
la presented. Table XIV-A la to be read and interpreted aa
were Table XII-A and Table XIII-A.
Of Interest In this table la the fact that the private
Inatltutions offered from 9 to 13 semester credit hours In the
field of accounting and permitted exemption In from 3.3 to 9
aemeater credit hours. The public Inatltutlona offered frofn
5.33 to 21 aemeater credit hours, while exemption was permitted
In from 2 to IB semester credit hours.
f *
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From Table XIV-B, on page 103, It waa learned that the
range of exemption In public inatltutlona In the field of
accounting was from 12 ,5 per cent to 100 per cent. The range
for the private Inatltutlona was from 27,3 to fO.O per cent*
The medlana for both groups were 33.3 per cent.
Also of interest In Table XIV-E la the fact tliat the
predcxalnating number of Institutions which permitted exemption
did so on the beginning level of Instruction, which again was
In harmony with the findings of Table XI, on page 80.
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Colle. e ci^edlt for couraee from which exemot 1 on wag
panted ; The second minor aspect, of Objective TTI was to
detcnaino whether or not college credit was granted to Individual,
•tudonts for coarsen from which exemption was permitted. The
data has been tabulated In Table XV-A, on page 105.
It was found, that twenty- two institutions (13 private and
nine public) gave college credit for courses from which exemp-
tion was granted. !?iTJot©on institutions granted such credit in
the field of shorthand; a similar amount, i.n the field of tyoe-
writlngj six, in the field of accounting.
In the field of shorthand institutions >^anted credit
on the beginning level; eight, on the IntersBCdiate level; three,
on the advanced level.
In the field of typewriting IS iaatltutions granted credit
on the beginning level; eight, on tne intermediate level; one,
on the advanced level.
Six inctitutions granted credit on\j on the bei>;lnnlng level
In the field of accounting.
In three Instances credit was granted for only 50,0 per
cent of the total credit available at s specific level. In ore
Ingtance one institution granted credit on the Interaediate
level in the field of typewriting, yet did not offer beginning
typewriting for credit.
As will be observed from Table XV -A, five Institutious
granted exemption credit to aoji© de^;;ree In all three
lUK se&tsssit fix^ aauH tjmg.a. aal v.wjxak -
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Selected* Business Teecher-Kducfitloxi Institutions
Cirantln^ Uollege uredlt in Courses from Ahich Exemption is
rermitted In the Fields of Shorthand, Typewriting, and Accounting
^Private SFinrTFT.aiD TTr''''r:HiTIlIG ACCOfJNTr TG
Institutions Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. /idv.
A 3.3 2 3.3
B 3 3
C 3 3 2 2 3
D 4 4
12 3 (3) 2 2








Total Beg: 10 11 3
Total Int; 3 4 0
Total Adv: 1 0 0
Public SHOTlTHAIfD TTPSARITING ACCOUNTING
Institutions Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv.
N 3 3 (1)
u 3 2
P 2 2 1
n 6 3 3 2 11
R 1.3 1.3 1.3
S 3 3 2 2 3
T 3 3 2 3 6
U (3) 6
V 3 3
Total Beg: 9 7 3
Total Int: 3 4 0
To tel Adv: 2 1 0
LiiGSND:
( ) : figure so enclosed indicates that only &0!( of the
credit available at a specific level of instruc-
tion may be gained by exemption.
/ This institution offered no credit for beginnlrg
typevirlting.
This table is based on 22 institutions.
I
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The extent to which credit ^tranted for exempted ooursea
aHated toward a baccalaureate decree t The Institutions
featured in Table XV-A, on the previous page, were surveyed to
determine whether or not credit granted to students for exempted
aourses was counted toward a baccalaureate degree. Table XV,
on page 103, presents the findings. The Institutions alpha-
betically indicated In both Table XV-A and Table XV-B are
identical •
It was found that If an institution granted credit in one
field toward a baccalaureate degree for a course from which
axamption was permitted, a consistent policy was followed of
granting credit in other fields in which exemption was pexmtitted
Of the 22 institutions considered in Table XV-B 12 indicated
that credit toward a baccalaureate degree could be realised by
A student through exemption. Nine of these Institutions indi-
cated that they would not count such credit toward a bacca-
laureate degree. One institution did not specify.
Of the private Institutions (the representation of which
in both tables was larger than that of the public business
teacher-education institutions) eight of a total of 12 Institu-
Itions would grant no such credit toward a baccalaureate degree.
I
r
jAaong the public institutions It was found that eight of a total
'of nine institutions would grant such credit.
It was noted also in two Instances that if such credit were
granted toward a baccalaureate degree, the pre-colleglate train-
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have to have been received on the poat-secondary level, Busl-
ne38»aohool work was readily accepted in these eases. One
other institution stated that such credit could be gained only
by means of exemption by placement testing* In a final instance
the actual granting of exemption credit toward a baccalaureate
degree was found to be contingent on the passing (with a grade
of B or better) of a subsequent course of a more advanced
nature in the same field.
Several Institutions stated that credit for courses frora
which exemption was permitted did not count toward a degree but
was used to meet state certification requirements only. This
arrangement In no way decreased the total semester-hour requiro-
mnt for graduation, but it permitted the Individual to substi-
tute other much-needed courses.
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T.3LE XV-B
Selected* Busloess Teacher- ^ducBt Ion Institutions
Grnntin/y -^xeaptlon Credit tl^owerd a Baccalaureate Degree
Private
Institutions
S^IORTHAHD TYPST^’HITING ACCOUNTING 1
Yes No Yes No Yes No
X X X
B X X











Total Yes; 3 4 8
Total No : 6 7 1 >
Public SfJORTHAlTD TYI^iiP’RITING .\ccou'?riAG '
Institutions Yes No Yes No Yes No
N X X i:
0 X X
P X X X
n X X
li X
s X X X
T X X X
U X X
V X
Total Yes: 8 6 3
Total No : 1 1 0
LEGBhT):
/ Not specified.
* This table ie based on 82 institutions.

100
Securing: baccalaureate erecilt by proficiency teatln^?, when
credit waa not ordinarily ^ranted ! The final subsidiary aspect
of Objective III Involved a determination as to whether or not
college credit toward a baccalaureate degree could be secured
by successfully passing a proficiency test when such credit was
not ordinarily given.
It was found, as indicated in Table XVI, page 110, that
75.6 per cent of the public Institutions and 68.2 per cent of
the private Institutions recorded a negative answer to this
proposal in the field of shorthand. In the field of type-
writing 73.6 per cent of the public institutions Indicated a
negative reply, as did 75.0 per cent of the private Institution!
In the field of accounting an impressive 90.2 per cent of the
public Institutions answered in the negative, while 63.3 per
cent of the private Institutions indicated a similar response.
Additional coaeaentarlea In respect to this question were
similar to those mentioned In association with Table XV-B. At
one institution such testing was permitted **only above the
freshman level.” At another, such testing was permitted only
for purposes of meeting certification requirements. It was
Indicated further that the pre-collcglate training in the field
In which the testing was being held had to be on the post-
secondary level. It was noted also at another institution that
this policy of securing credit by testing was not encouraged and
that an examination far more comprehensive than the placement
test was given.
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Objective IV s An evnliiatlon of placement testing &a a
basis for exemption*
In Table VIII-A, on page 69, It was fmind that 68*2 per
cent of the total instltutlona which permitted exemption did
so solely by means of placement testing. An additional 12.8
per cent exempted by aeans of placement testing In combination
with other methods. Because 70*4 per cent of the Institutions
surveyed exempted at least In part by placement testing and
because placement testing is the most objective method of
determining proficiency in the fields of shorthand, typewriting!
and accounting, an evaluation of placement testing as a criteria
on for exemption will be made.
Objective IV deals with the information to be found In
response to the distribution of Typewriting Check-List A,
page 38 - 39} Shorthand Check-List B, page 40 - 41} and Account*
Ing Check-List C, page 42 - 43. It concerns only those business
teacher-education institutions of the total 105 surveyed which
exempted at least in part by placement testing in the respective
fields concerned*
In Table VIII-B, on page 71, it was found that 68.6 per
tent of the total institutions offering shorthand, permitted
•swaption by testing at least in part. It was also learned
that 61.1 per cent followed a similar procedure in the field
»f typewriting, while 63.5 per cent tested at least in part for
ixemption in the field of accounting.
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These percentages, however, tell only a portion of the
story, for actually the discussion In Objective IV is predi-
cated upon the replies frc»n 56 Institutions in the field of
shorthand j 50 in the field of typewriting? 23 In the field of
accounting* Additional depletion of these totals was realised
due to a non specifIcation of policy in many instances*
Because of this limited representation of the total
institutions surveyed, percentages, espeolally in the field of
accounting, ere deceptive. These calculations, of course, nre
true and accurate, b>it with the d is placement of but one case
in either the private or public category the percentages In the
findings arc altered perceptibly and •irastlcally . Because of
this fact, discusaions In Objective tV pertain priiBarlly to
the data for the total Instltutlo-is which permitted exemption
by testing at least In part* For any possible value which mlgh
be gained by comparison, both private and public data are pre-
sented. In addition, the total number of answers which for
various reasons were not usable are indicated in the tables*
The t.;pe of test given : In Table XVII-A, on oage 114, the
type of testing, frora the general point of view of construction
to which the student was subjected la indicated for the fields
of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting. A survey of the
total figures in each of these fields indicates tnat a wide
variety of teat was given.
The predominating type of tost In each of these fields, it
will be noted, was that which was constructed by the subject
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iTiatter teacher. To show more clearly the relative representa-
tion of each type of test or combination of tests within each
subject matter field and to enable a comparison between the
date of public and private inetltutions. Table XVII-A Is sub-
divided into three separate tables* This division Is made
according to each of the three subject matter fields*
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Types of Tests by /liioii Selected* Business
Teacher- I’duoGtiou Institutions Exempted in the
fields of lihorthand. Typewriting?, and Accounting
SHCRTHANI ACCCTJNTT
Pub, Prlv. Total Pub. Priv. Total Pub. Priv. Total
a 14 8 22 13 10 £3 4 3 7
b 2 2 3 3 1 1 2
0 1 1
d £ 3 5 1 1 2
e 1 1
f 1 1
nb 2 £ 4 1 £ 3 1 1 2
ac 1 1 1 1
ad 2 2 4 1 2 3 2 2
ee 1 1 1 1
af 7 3 10 6 2 0 3 3





abd 2 2 1 1
aod 2 2 1 1 1 1
cdf 1 1 1 1 1 1
ecde 1 1
acdef 1 1
K.Speo. 1 1 1 1 1 1
Totals 32 23 55 33 25 58 14 9 23
L20SJ€):
a: Constructed by subject matter teachers
b; Constructed by department heads
c: Printed tests constructed by textbook authors
d: Printed teste constructed by publishing houses
e; Printed tests constructed by testing bureaus
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Types of Tests by Whichr>eleoted** Business Teacher-
BdUQation'~TnstTtutIons lilxe.ripied in the '^lelcl "of t^horThead
Public i rlvate Total
f f it f %
a 14 43.7 8 36,4 22 40.7
b B 6.3 2 3.7
0
d 2 6.3 3 13.6 5 9.3
e
f
ab Z 6.3 2 9.1 4 7.4
eo 1 3.1 1 1.9
ad 8 6.3 £ 9,1 4 7.4
ae 1 4.6 1 1.9
af 7 21.6 3 13.6 10 18.5
abd 2 6.3 2 3.7
acd 2 9.1 S 3.7
odf 1 4.6 1 1.9
N.opec.
- 1 — 1
Totals 32 100.1 23 100.1 55 100.1
LBGI2JID:
a: Constructed by subject matter teachers
b: Constructed by depertmeat heads
o: Trlnted tests constructed by textbook authors
d: Printed teats constructed by publishing houses
e: Trinted tests constructed by testing bureaus
f: Exploratory, or try-out, nork in class
* This table is based on 55 institutions.
Table XVTI-B, above, reveals that 40.7 per cent of the total
tests given in shorthand v»ere constructed by subject matter




tests constructed by subject matter teachers. These percentages
|
are slmilnr in both public end private categories. Tests from
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In Table XVIX»C, on page 117, It la noted that 40*6 per
cent of the total Institutions utilized, In the field of type-
writing, tests constructed by the subject matter teachers*
Fourteen per cent used this same method In ocKnbina felon with
exploratory periods of work. An Identical relative rating of
percentages was again noted in both the public and private
categories
•
Of the private inatltutlons an Identical perconta»'e was
noted as representing tests constructed by subject matter
teachers and department heads. A similar 8*3 per cent of the
teats given were a c(»iblnatlon of tests constructed by subject
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Types of Taets by **hloh elaoted* Buglneea Ta^oher-
dUQ&tTon Tnetitutlong in tbe yield of Typewrit 1 nit
lubllc PrlTfite Total
f f % f %
a 13 39.4 10 41.6 23 40.6
b 3 9.1 3 5.3
0 1 3.0 1 1.7
d 1 3.0 1 4.2 2 3.6
e 1 4.2 1 1.7
t
eb 1 3.0 2 8.3 3 5.3
sc 1 3.0 1 1.7
ad 1 3.0 2 8.3 3 5.3
ae 1 4.2 1 1.7
af 6 18.3 2 6.3 B 14.0
bd 3 9.1 3 5.3
od 1 4.2 1 1.7
bf 1 3.0 1 1.7
df 1 3.0 1 1.7
abd 1 4.2 1 1.7
aod 1 4.2 1 1.7
cdf 1 3.0 1 1.7
cede 1 4.2 1 1.7
aedef 1 4.2 1 1.7
;^.5peo* 1 «» 1 —
Totals 33 99.9 86 100.1 56 99.7
r: Constractad by aubjaot oetter teachers
b: Constructed by department heads
o: Tinted testa constructed by textbook authors
d: Tinted tests ooastruoted by publishing houses
e; : Tinted tests constructed by testing bure&us
f! "Exploratory, or try-out, work in class*
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In Table XVII-D> on page 119, It Is noted that 31,9 per
cent of the total institutions gave testa constructed by the
subject matter teachers, and 13,7 per cent used the same method
In conjunction with exploratory work In the field of accounting#
The same relative ranking was noted in the public institutions,
where it was even more pronounced, as reference to Table XVII-D
will reveal. That 25 #0 per cent of the private Institutions
used a combination of tests constructed by subject 'natter
teachers and by publishing houses was accentuated by the fact
tliat there were only eight usable returns in this portion of
the questionnaire in the field of accounting#
These t)xpee tables confirm the findings in Table XVXI-A
that the predominant type of teat to which individuals seeking
exemption were subjected was that which was oonatructed by the
subject matter teacher. Ranking second in importance was the
use of a combination of tests constructed by subject matter
teachers and a try-out period In the field in which exemption
was sought.
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Types of Tests by *’^hich Selected* Business




f % f % f
a 4 23,6 3 37.5 7 31.9




f 1 12.5 1 4.5
ab 1 7.1 1 12.5 2 9.1
ed 2 25.0 2 9,1
af 3 21,5 3 13.7
bd 1 7.1 1 4.5
abo 2 14.3 2 9.1
sod 1 7.1 1 4.5




Totals 14 99.9 9 100.0 23 100.0
a: Constructed by subject matter teachers
b; Constructed by dopertment heads
o: printed tests constructed by textbook authors
d: I Tinted tests constructed by publishing houses
e: Printed tests constructed by testiar bureaus
f: IDxploratory, or try-out, work in class
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The Time oid Place cf Tasting
For Exeiaption In the of Vkorthand
at Pelecte<l^ ¥u3ineB8 Teaoh?r«»^<Iucatioa IfnstTtutlons
Public Private Total
f f> f % f i
e
b 9 28.1 5 23.8 14 26.4
c 9 28.1 9 42.6 18 33.9
d 3 9.3 4 19.0 7 13.2
be 5 15.6 1 4.0 6 11.3
bd 2 6.3 1 4.8 3 5.7
cd 2 0.3 1 4.6 3 5.7
bed 2 6.3 2 3.6
N.Spec, 2 £ —
»
Totals 32 100.0 23 100.0 56 100.0
LEGEND:
a: Before registration, in the secondary school
b: Before registration, in the college
c: After registration, but before work is done
in the class
d; AXter trial work has been done in the cle.so
This table is based on 55 institutions.
Tiiae and ul<^c« of teatima From Tnble X7III-
,
above,
it will be noted that in the field of shorthend £6 .4 per cent
of the totr 1 institutions polled tested stuuents before
rogistrution in the college. Xt was rlso le rned that 3A.9
per cent of the institutions tested nfter registr: tion Viut
before work, had been done in the cour e from which exemption
was sought. Of interest is >^lso the foot th^pt ICi.S per cent
tested after try-out work had been done in the oourii-. It v.as
also learned that 6.7 per cent tested both before work wis
1.
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done In the eoiree and after trial work had been undertaken
In the courae.
An odd combination of procedures — that Indicated by M
In the table -- was noted in some instances. Institutions
followlni^ this policy isalntalned what was com lonly called an
orientation week for the frcshaain class. The students of the
freshman class attended college for a week prior to the re-
mainder of the student body. Purlng that week they underwent
testing to doterraine placement In college courses in which
varying degrees of pre-collegiate training liad been realized,
for the moat part, on the secondary level.
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The Tlaie and Place of Testing
For Exesiption la the j^ield of Typewriting
at Selected^ 3 u.siness ¥eQoher^ducation Institutions
Public Private Total
f % f % f %
a
b 10 30.3 5 20.8 15 26.4
0 7 21.3 12 50.0 19 33.3
d 1 3.0 3 12.
S
4 7.0
be 7 21.3 2 8.3 9 15.
a
bd 1 3.0 1 4.2 2 3.5
cd 3 9.1 1 4.2 4 7.0
bed 4 12.0 4 7.0
Xj.Spec. 1 — 1 —
-
Totals 33 100.0 25 100.0 58 100.0
LEasX'D:
&t Before registration, In the secondary school
b: before regis^^ration, in the college
c: fter registration, but before work is done
in the Claes
d: "fter trial work has been done in the class
* This table Is based on 56 institutions*
Table ZVIII-B, above, deals with the field of typewriting.
Percentages almost identicsl to those noted initially in the
discussion of Table XVIII-A, on page ISO, and dealing with the
field of shorthand, were realized. Cf particular interest was
the fact that seven per cent of the institutions exempting in the
field of typewriting by plsoement testing, at least in part,
tested before registration and after registration (both before
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TABL.-i; XVIII-C
The Tjjne and Place of Testing
For H^eaiptlon in the Field of Accountinr














































a: Before regietration, in the secondary school
b: Before registration, in the college
c: "fter registration, but before urork is done
in the class
d: ^fter trial work has been done in the class
* This table is baaed on 23 institutions.^
Prom Table rVTII-C, above, which Is concerned v, ith the time
and place of the testing for exemption in the field of account-
ing, it learned that one-tblrd of the institutions tested
after rerlstratlon but before any work of sn exploratory nature
had been done in the course from which exemption was desired.
It wan found nlso thet 23.6 per cent tested after e period of
trial work in the course. This percentage wan the highest in
this oetegory of all three fields co/isidered.
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The general conclusions which may be drawn from these
throe related tables la that the Institutions which ^^anted
exemption by testing In at least part. In the main, tested
after registration at the college. It was learned also from
these tables tliat exemption by testing was granted more
frequently when not In conjunction with exploratory, or try-
oat, periods. The exception to this statement was the field
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Number of teat5.nr<s and total teatln^: time ; In the tabula-
tion of the number of testings to which students seeking
exemption were subjected and the approximate total testing time
In minutes, a wide variety of answers was received* Actually,
this data defied rigid grouping*
Tabic XIX-A, on page 186, presents this melange In the
field of shorthand. Again, data for both the public and the
private Institutions are presented for compsrison, but the
discussion which follows will be concerned primarily with the
data for the total responses from 56 Institutions*
It was found that thirteen Institutions, or 25,5 per cent,
gave one testing in a two-hour period* It was learned also tl'iat
eight, or 15.7 per cent gave one testing In a one-hour period.
Four Institutions gave one test In a ninety-minute period, while
three gave one test In a thirty-minute period. A high degree
of latitude and Indeflnlteness was noted In both public and
private institutions. For example, one Institution offered
"one or more test" in a flfty-mlnute period, while another
permitted "as many as the student desires" in a one-hour period*
If It may be said that a range did exist in this table.
It would, in all probability, be frofn one test In five minutes
to fifteen tests In thirty hours. (Surprisingly, this thirty-
hour period was not Indicated as being a try-out period.)
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1 5 1 i
1 ZO 1 1
1 30 2 1 3
1 40 £ 2
1 At 1 1 2
1 50 1 1
1 60 6 E v8
1 70 1 1
1 90 2 2 4
1 120 5 8 13
2 50 1 1
2 60 1 1 2
4 160 1 1
5 500 1 1
15 1800 1 1
1 30-60 1 1
1 50-60 1 1
1 60-90 2 2
1-5 60 1 1
£-5 40-50 1 1
1® 60 1 1




Totals 32 23 55
r
: 'no or :nore tests
bi .» many tests as desired and In no definite
tltne
o; . short, but rsvae:llng, test
• This tft’i: le is based on 55 Instit itlons •
>
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In the field of typewriting another Irapresslve variety
In the testing tl-ne and in the nimher of testa permitted was
noted. As indicated in Table XIX-P, on page 123, it was
learned that the modal category was one teat In a two-honr
period. A representation of 27,4 per cent of the answers was
realized by that classification. The second moat popular
combination was represented by nine Inatltutiona
,
or 17.6 per
cent of the answers received. This category ijreacrlbed for
one test in a one-hour period. One Institution exhibited a
classic example of liberality In that it perm5,tted its one
prescribed teat to be taken In from thirty to ninety minutes.
The ran.-.e for this table was from one test in ten minutes
to thirty tests in thirty hours (1300 minutes).
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The rrerruency of Testla^^ and Total Teatlnf? Tl^e
of a Test for lixe apiion In tho rield of Type^rXilnjg











1 10 £ £
1 15 1 1
1 30 1 1
1 40 1 1
1 50 1 2 5
1 60 7 2 9
1 70 1 1
1 85 1 1
1 90 £ £ 4
1 1£0 6 6 14
2 50 1 1
£ 60 2 £
3 30 1 1
4 30 1 1
5 60 1 1
10 60 £ £
30 1600 1 1
1 30-50 1 1
1 30-90 1 1
1 60-90 1 1
£-3 60 1 1
1^ 60 1 1
H.Spec, 4 3 7
Totals 33 £5 58
V) I
a: One or more tests
* This table is based on 56 institutions.
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The Fre'-uenoy of Testing- and Total Testing? Time
2II Test for L’xemption in the l^Terd of Ac 00unting;



























































a: One or more tests
'** This table is based on 83 institutions.
1
i
Fj. e-'iuency of testln?^ and totsl testing time ; Standards for
the frequency of testing and the total testing tine are siailarly
treated above in Table XIX-O for the field of accountir{/. It
was again noted that the most popular oate<rorles were one test-
ing in a fwo-liour period and one testing In a one-hour period.
A roughly estimated range for this toble \vas noted Ic be less
than that for either the field of shorthand or typewriting. In
I!
addition to t;;e lirrdted representstlon of the table, the iiiore
i
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Practice prior to the testluj.' for exemption! In the penult!
mate aspect of Objective IV dealing with the administration of
exerr.ptiun tests, it was sought to determine whether or not
preotice was permitted before the testing for exemption and
whether or not such practice was supervised or directed by the
body adLi;inlaterlng the test which followed. The results of this
phase are presented in Table IX, on page 131.
The tebuletion and consequent Interpretation ere based upon
the inter-relationship of the enewers to both questions asked.
Alphabetic designation has been made to indicate the nature of
the answers. As explained in the Legend of Table XX, the answeri
Immediately below A indicate that practice was permitted prior
to the testing and that supervision for this practice wen
provided. Answers istmedlately below B indicate thet practice wai
[permitted prior to the testing but thet It was not supervised.
Unwwwrs directly beneath 0 Indicate that no proctloe was permit-
ted whatsoever.
From the shorthand section of the table it is noted that
twelve, or 24.0 per cent, of the total response permitted practic*
ind also directed the practice. Thirty-three, or 66.0 per cent,
>f the institutions permitted practice but did not offer to
mpervise it. Five, or 10.0 per cent, permitted no practice
whatsoever.
The portions of Table XX applicable to the field of type-
iritlng and accounting nay be read in a slnllnr manner.
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T: Tractloe permitted prior to testing:, and directed
practice offered
B: Practice per^^sltted prior to testiuc* tut no directed
practice offered
C: No prectioe permitted prior to testing
Not used In the calculation of percentages
^
The shorthand section is based on 55 institutions.
The typewriting section is based on 56 inst Itutions,







It is interesting to note that per cent of the
institutions in the accounting section of Table XX, on page 131,
permitted no practice whatsoever* This is, in all probability,
explained by the nature of the shill or proficiency which wes
being tested. For in the fields of shorthand and typewriting,
both of which are motor skills, practice prior to the testing
would prove to be most beneficial as a medium of warming up for
the test. The content of accounting could, at best, be but
briefly touched upon in any review or practice period prior to
the actual testing.
ITe nature of the response desired in exemption testing; ;
The nature of the response desirec to the tests of exemption is
Inaiocted in Table XXI, on page 133.
It was found that in no instance was a completely oral
response sought in the testing. Rather, written lor recorded)
response was sought in from 71 .6 per cent of the institutions in
the field of shorthand to 85.0 per cent in the field of account-
ing. A combination of oral-written response was noted for all
three fields. The percentege representation indicative of
this response ranged from 15.0 per cent In the field of account-
ia|t to 28.4 per cent in the field of shorthand.
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the Fields of dhortiiEnd. Typewritin/r, and Accounting
in Selected’' Business Teacher-Mucation Institutions
!' Public Private Total Peturns
i ^.TTseP TTaable
‘i
Shorthend r % f % t t %
1
;l Oral 0 0,0 0 0.0 0 0.0
r
V r itten 24 77.4 14 63.6 38 71.6
Oombinstion 7 £2.6 6 36.4 15 £6.4
i
'1
Total 51 100.0 £2 100.0 £ 53 100.0
Typewriting
Oral 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1
' ?/ritton 26 01.5 20 63.3 46 82.1
foeibination 6 28.7 4 16.7 10 17.9 j
Total 52 100.0 24 100.0 2 66 100.0 I
iiccounting
Oral 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
1
Written 11 64.6 6 85.7 17 85.0
j'
Combination 2 15.4 1 14.3 3 15.0
Ip" Total 13 100.0 _Z 100 >0 3 20 100-0
LiSOSHI):
Not used In the cslculation of percent&ifjer for
this table
* The shorthand section Is based on 55 Institutions.
The typewrit lap section is bssed on 58 institutions.
The accounting section is based on 25 institutions.
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The nature anil de;;yee of skill tested ; The final minor
phase of Objective IV la concerned with a study of the nature
and the degree of skill for which the student seeking exemption
was tested. The exposition ramifies into three separate
dlscuaaions, one for each of the fields of shorthand, type-
writing, and accounting. The field of shorthand will be con-
sidered first.
In Table XXI-A, on page 155, a presentation Is made of
the various standards of words per minute for shorthand dicta-
tion which students seeking exemption by testing had to attain
to secure exemption. Indefinite standards noted In many
Instances (”from 40 to 60 words per minute" and "from 100 to
120 words per minute") precluded the establishment of exact
medians in the public and private institution categories.
However, the combined totals of these two classifications
permitted a slightly more exact definition.
It was found on the beginning level of Instruction that
the range was from 25 to 30 words per minute. The median for
the same level was 60 words per minute • On the intermediate
level the range was froto 70 to 120 words per minute; the
median, from 80 to 100 words per minute. On the advanced level
the range was from 90 to 120 words per minute; the median, 100
words per minute. Actually, the median for the intermediate
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60 11 5 16
60*60 3 3
70 2 1 2 4 1
75 1 1
80 5 6 1 1 6 7
80-100 1 1
90 1 1 1 1
100 4 1 1 5 1
100-120 1 1
120 1 1 1 1
Totals 2S 15 3 13 4 0 36 17 3




* This table Is based on returns from 39 Institutions
1
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Time allotted to Shorthtind exempt Ion Sub^Teats
8t Selected^ Business Teacher**?,duo ation laetitutions
Minutes
Public Private Total










Totals 19 9 3 12 4 0 31 13 5
Median 5 5 5 5 5 - 5 6 5
LiSOiSND:
* This table is based on returns from 31 institu-
tions (19 public and 12 private)
As Indicates in Table XXI-B, above
^
It was fonnl that tJie
sub-teste within a single teatlng period In shorthand ranged In
d’oratlon from a two-njinute period of testing to a ten-’nlnute
period. The median was found to be a five-minute period for all
three levels of instruction in both public and private business
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* This table Is based on returns from 29 institu-
tions (18 public and 11 private).
1
It was Indicated In 20 inatltutions (13 public and 11
•I
private) tiiat o:,o laethnci of evaluattn.^ exejnptlon tests In tbe
||
field of shorthand was throu?;h a percentage atanlard whlf'o was !
rselntalnei by the institution ana which had to bo ’aet by the
Indlvlduel seeking exemption* This information Is revealed
Tabic XXI-G, above*
The range of percentages was fo’Jtnd to be from 30 to 3',
while the nedtan percentage in all categories and on all levels
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Standi^rds of Transorlptlon Rate for




Public Private Public 1




20 3 11 1 4 11
25 1 1
30 2 3 1 2 4
35-50 1 1
50 1 1
Totals 6 4 2 3 2 1 9 6 3




* This table is b^sed on returns from 9 Institu-
tioaa (6 public and 3 private )
»
lata conoernlr;|^ the rates set at the institutions for the
transcription of the .iiaterial taken in dictation by the student
are presented In Table XXr-<
,
above*
It was found tViat the rate of transcription rar^cd fro-n
10 words cer ralimte to 50 words per nlnute. For the total
institutions respondin<», the :7edian rate of transcription on t!\e
beglnnlr. 5 level was 20 wor is per minute j on the Intermediate
level, 30 words per minute J on the advanced level, 25 words
per minute.
.i jf J* 1 ^ m
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* This table is based on returns from S8
institutions (26 public and 12
private)
.
The results of en Inquiry es to whether or not an institu-
tion tested sepsrately for a mastery of shorthand theory are
Indicated in Teble XXI-S, above.
The data for both private end public institutions are
presented for oonslderetlon. From tbie combined detr> It was
learned that 57.1 per cent tested separately on the bef^lnning
level of instruction for the mastery of shorthand theory; 54.1
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‘l It r 1. ..* ,
The caapetenclea for which the Individuals were tested in
the field of shorthand are presented in Table XXI-F, on page
141* The relative frequencies for both public and private
institutions are presented for conaideratlon. This table Is
based on the returns fron 37 institutions {22 public and 16
private )
*
lOTacdiatel^ below the col^iains which Indicate bcslnnlng^
intermediate, axid advanced levels » figures are found in
parentheses • Those figures represent the total Institutions
which tested for proficiency In various slcllls in shorthand.
For exaaiple, on the beginning level in the private institutions
16 reported a testing for certain proficiencies# Of these 16
Institutions eleven tested for proficiency in transcription on
the typewriter and ten tested for vocabulary skill.
When this Interpretation Is applied to the total number
of Institutions responding, both public and private, it will
be noted that 37 institutions indloated by their replies that
testa for certain proficlenclss In shorthand skills were given
Oil the beginning level, Thl2*ty-one tested for vocabulary skill}
21 tested for skill In transcription on the typewriter} 20
tested for skill In pliraslng.
On the intermediate level it was found that of a total of
18 responses, 16 replies Indicated a testing for skill In
transcription} 11, for vocabulary; nine for phrasing skills.
Of the total number of three Institutions which tested on the
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In Table XXII-A, on page 143, a presentation is made of
the various standards of speed as maintained for exemption test-
ing in the field of typewriting. As in the case of the stand-
ards for the field of shorthand, a certain vagueness was noted
because of the elastic standards exhibited by a few institution! •
The range on the beginning level of instruction for the
total of 4£ institutions considered was found to be from £0 to
50 words per minute, on the intermediate level the range was
from 30 to 75 words per minute; on the advanced level, from 50
to 60 words per minute.
Again, because of the flexibility of standards in certain
instances, the medians have been determined with misgivings.
Despite this obvious weakness in grouping, the medians in both
the public and private institutions revealed a Bimllarity. The
median of the total institutions surveyed on the beginning levej
was from 30 to 40 words per minute; on the intermediate level,
40 to 50 words per minute; on the advanced level, 50 words per
minute, A less literal interpretation of this table would
reveal the medians to be an approximate 30 words per minute on
the berinning level; 40, on the intermediate level; 50, on the
advanced level.
It was found also that 71,8 per cent of the institutions
surveyed tested for net words-per-minute production in the
field of typewriting. In S7 public institutions responding
this percentage was 62,9; for the 12 private, 91,7,
uVl#-’. »I ft' .^t tio ,'A-Tfia nJ.
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TABL1? XXII-A
Typewriting bpeed St^idards in iSxemptioa Testing.










25 5 2 7
25-30 1 1
30 7 1 3 10 1
30-35 1 1
30-40 1 1
35 3 1 1 4 1
35-50 1 1
40 3 7 3 3 6 10
40-50 1 1
45 3 5 2 6 5
45-60 1 1
50 3 2 3 1 1 3 3 4
55 1 1 1 1
60 1 1 1 1
75 1 1
Totals 26 16 5 14 7 1 40 25 6
Median 35 40- 50 30 40- 50 30- 40- 50
50 50 40 50
LjJGSND:
* This table is based on the returns from 28 public





Ylme Allotted to Typewrit 1nr Kxean tlop ?jub-Tests





































Median 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10
LSGBNB:
* This table Is based on the returns from 88 public
and 14 private institutions.
1
The duration of the individual sub-tests within the total
testing period in the field of typewriting ranged from three
minutes to EO minutes. The oiedlan wen found to be ten minutes
for all three levels of instruction in both the public and the
private institutions.
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'^ith reference to the basis for grading exemption tests in
typewriting, it was found that five institutions (three public
and two private) maintained both a percentage basis for grading
iand a stenderd Involving allowable errors.
Percentages of accuracy which had to be met by the student
seeking eieoiptlon bv testing in typewriting ranged from 80 to 96
with a median on the begi}iniQg and intermediate levels of instrui
tion- fixed at 90 per cent. The median for the advanced level wai
98 per cent. These findings are based on the returns from six
private and five public business teacher-education institutions.
Allowable errors ranged from three through ten errors to on
unlimited amount. The median for the beginning and intermediate
levels was five errora for the total institutions, while the
median for the advanced level of instruction was seven. This
information is tabulated below in Table ZXII-C.
T.\BLi2 XXI I-C
Errors Allowed in Exemption Tests in Typewriting
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In Table on page 147, the ooApetencies in the fleli
of typewrltirip for which the individual seeking exemption was
tested (along with the number of institutioan testing in each
category of competencies) are presented. For comparative
purposes public and private data are presented; the ensuing
discussion will, however, treat the combined data of the two
types of institutions.
It was found that on the beginning level a total of 46
institutions tested for certain proficiencies. Of these 46,
twenty-nine tested for skill in setting up letters, while
twenty-eiglit tested for a knowledge of dlfferont letter stylos.
In 27 institutions the ability to type signs and numbers was
tested.
On the intermediate level 27 Institutions tested for
particular proficiencies. Twenty institutions of this total
tested for skill in tabulation; 19, for the ability to set up
letters; 18, for a knowledge of letter stylos.
On the advanced level ten institutions tested for particu-
lar skills In the field of typewriting. Nine of this group
tested for the ability to set up letters, eight, for a
knowledge of letter styles; seven, for skill in tabulation.
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Selected* Bu elness Teacher-»
Kducatl^ Instltuiions Testing Separately
In Bxeaiption Teaiis for kastery of Aocountlnpr hreory
Yes Ko













* This table is based on returns from eleven
public and four private business
teacher-education institutions.
It was sought to detertaine in the field of eooounting
whether or not the students seeking exemption by testing were
subjected to a separate test, the successful passing of vvhich
would indicate a mastery of the theoretical aspect of accounting#
I
! 1
The results are presented in tabulated form, above.
Because of the limited representation in this table, only
the data for the total Institutions participating have been
presented. However, a trend (which was expected) was noted
in the table. It was found that as the more advanced levels of
instruction were reached the percentage representation of those
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In Table XXIII-B, on peg© 150, fourteen institutions were
noted as testing for exemption in certain phases of accounting,
uf this group of fourteen, 13 tested on the single proprietor-
ship and 11 on inyentories.
Of the five institutions testing in definite phases of
accounting on the intermediate level, four tested on partner-
ships and corporations,
on the advanced level, all of the three institutions test-
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Objective Vf A sui’vey of the provisions faade to aocoscno^
date Individuals granted exemption, In any Instance, in the
fields of shorthand, typewriting, and accounting#
bourses pursued ty a studen t In lieu of those from which
exemption was permitted : Presented In Table XXIV--A, on page
162, Is a description of tiie nature of the courses studied by
students In lieu of those from which they were exempted. It
Indicates also whether or not these coijrses were prescribed,
elective, or a ooablnation of toth prescribed and elective.
To facilitate an easier reading of this table, illustrations
are now given.
One notes by reference to tha section dealing with public
business teacher-education institutions that twenty-eight, or
47,4 per cent, of the public institutions either prescribed
for the student or permitted election by the student of courses
In his major flela of concentration. Of this total of twenty-
eight institubiors
,
one prescribed, seventeen permitted
election, and ten utilized a combination of prescriptive and
elective methods.
A second illua tratlon Is found among the private inatitu-
tlons. It was found that six, or 26*0 per cent, of the total
private Institutions either prescribed for the student or per-
mitted election by him of a cc»ablnatlon of courses In his
major field of conseutratlou In co.r*b3.natlon with courses of a
general educational, cultural, or literal arts rature. This
medium is keyed on the t»egend as ab.
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Further perusal of this representation reveals tfiat In two
Inatancee the courses were prescribed, in three Instances the
courses were elected, anl In one Instance a combination of the
two modes was used.
In a final Ulus tre tlon It is noted that of the total
private institutions surveyed, one, or 4,2 per cent, recorded
one of the several odd combinations of selecting substitute
courses noted In the survey. This method Is lnd5.catea in the
Legend as f
,
and it indicates that the Individual elected
courses of a general educational, cultural, or liberal arts
nature. In addition, he elected courses in his niajor field,
of concentration, as well as prescribed courses In his ’ui.tor
field.





tion prescrtbeci-^eleetlve catep;orles t Table XXIV-B, on. page
154, treats further certain date noted in Table \XIV-A, on
page 152. It Is a comparative analysis of courses ta^sn in
lieu of exempted courses from the standpoint of wl’iethcr or
not they were orescrlbel, elective, or a combination of both
types
.
It will be noted that of the total institutions partici-
pating In this table only seven, or 3*9 per cent, prescribed
substitute courses for the student thus exempted. Courses
were prescribed In 28.6 per cent of the private inatltutlons
represented, while for the public Inatitutlons the percents ‘^e
was an infinitesimal 1.7.
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sixty- two per cent of the total ina tltutions per^nltted
1
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solved Into 35,5 per cent for the private Institutions an:i
72,4 per cent for the public.
In consideration of the eoj^blrnl ion of prescribed end
elective T.et'no^ls, It was found that 29.1 per cent of the total
Institutions surveyed : ollowed this policy. )£ the public
institutions 25,9 per cent substituted courses In this .'Tianner




:»^ethods of Selection of Courses Taken
in Lieu of Those from Lxeaiotion " fes









I rescribed 1 1.7 6 26.6 7 t.S
i
iSloctivo 42 7£.4 7 3?.;5 49 6?.C
I'rescribed-
Elective 15 25.9 8 38.1 LO 20 .
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K, sc. 1 5 4
Totftlr 70 100.0 35 100.0 105 100.0
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CHAFTKH IV
SUMMAJiY AND KKCOm^ENDATIONS P'OK FUHTHEH STUDY
The suflxnarlzation which follows in this, the final, chapter
will adhere to the order in which the main objectives were out-
lined in Chapter I and explored in their minor ramifications in
Chapter III.
The responsibility for the basic philosophy toward
exemption has been fixed; it was learned that at 73 per cent
of the business teacher-education Institutions the sole deter-
miner of exemption policy was the administrative element of
the institution Itself. State certification regulations were
found to be of secondary, but minor, importance.
At 41 per cent of these institutions a year of work on the
secondary level in the field of shorthand was equated with a
semester of work on the collegiate level. At 32 per cent of
the institutions no equivalent value was noted, while at 13
per cent of the institutions the equivalent was indicated as
one quarter’s work. In the field of typewriting a striking
similarity of percentages was found. At a predominant 69 per
cent of the Institutions polled, no equivalent on the collegiate
level was found.
It was learned also that In general both graduates of
unaccredited high schools and business schools were considered
for exemption on the same basis as graduates of accredited
L
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At an approximate 54 per cent of the institutions no
special privileges whatsoever in the fields of shorthand and
typewriting were granted to the individual who had pre-collegiat|^
training in these fields. In the field of accounting no
privileges were granted at 34 per cent of the institutions.
The main privilege granted to students with pre-collegia te
training in all three subject matter fields was that of complete
freedom from class attendance.
The chief single method of effecting exemption in these
institutions was by placement testing. For this method a 53
per cent representation was noted, while the acceptance of
secondary school credentials was noted in 16 per cent of the
institutions. In the field of shorthand 59 per cent of the
institutions exempted; in the field of typewriting, 61 per cent;
in the field of accounting, 54 per cent.
In the field of shorthand nine per cent of the institutions
polled had discarded exemption plans within the past ten years.
In the field of typewriting ten per cent riad made a similar
abandonment. Six per cent of the institutions in the field of
accounting had also discarded exemption plans within the past
decade •
In the field of shorthand nine per cent of the Institutions
had new exemption plans pending installation, as contrasted
with an 11 per cent representation In the field of typewriting
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However, only four per cent of the institutions were replacing
plans which had been discarded.
It was found that the greatest exemption occurred in each
of the three fields studied on the beginning level of instruc-
tion, and as the more advanced levels of instruction were
reached a decrement in representation was noted. This trend
was moat apparent in the field of accounting.
From a comparative evaluation of the semester credit-hour
offerings and the maximum semester credit hours from which
exemption was permitted in the field of shorthand, the median
percentage of exemption was found to be 50 per cent. A
similar percentage was noted for the field of typewriting.
This meant that exemption was permitted at the institutions
surveyed from a median 50 per cent of the semester credit-hours
offered. In the field of accounting this median was found to
be 35 per cent.
At 22 of the Institutions exempting, credit for the course
from which exemption was permitted was granted. Such credit
was granted on all three levels of instruction in the fields of
shorthand and typewriting. In the fisld of accounting this
credit could be gained upon exemption from the beginning level
of instruction only. At the same 22 Institutions this credit
was permitted to count toward a baccalaureate degree in 12
Instances. If such credit were not ordinarily granted, a
•tudent with pre-collegiate training in shorthand and type-
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the Institutions by passing a proficiency test. This sstne
procedure was permitted in only 17 per cent of the institutions l!
in the field of accounting.
]
From a survey of the nature of placement testing it was
found that the most popular type of test, from the point of
view of construction, was that constructed by the subject
matter teacher. This type of test in conjunction with explora-
tory, or try-out, work was second in popularity. These tests,
it was learned, were usually given both before and after I
registration in the college. In no Instance were they given In
j
the secondary school. Of Interest is the fact that exemption
by testing was granted more frequently when not in conjunction
with exploratory periods of work.
The most universal category involving the frequency of
testing and the total testing time for exemption in the field
of shorthand was one test in a two-hour period. Of second
popularity was one test in a one-hour period. This convenient
combination was also found to be true in the fields of type-
Witlng and accounting.
The policy toward supervised practice prior to the testing
revealed that in the fields of shorthand end typewriting a
aajority of the institutions permitted practice prior to the
besting but would not supervise It. In the field of accounting
33 per cent of the institutions would not permit any type of
ractice, let alone supervise the practice.
,
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The predominant type of response sought In the testing In
all three fields was of a written nature. In no Instance was
a completely oral response the only type desired, although a
combination oral-written response was noted in from 15 per cent
of the institutions in the field of accounting to 28 per cent in
the field of shorthand.
The individual, to meet dictation standards for exeraption
on the beginning level of shorthand, had to take successfully
in dictation a median 60 words per minute; on the intermediate
level, an approximate 30 words per minute; on the advanced level]
100 words per minute. The shorthand tests ranged in duration
Prom two to ten minutes, with a median fixed at a five-minute
period. Certain institutions maintained percentage-of-accuracy
itandards, and these ranged from 90 to 99 per cent, with a
aedian for all three levels at 95 oer cent. The standard rate
>f transcription was found to be a median 20 words per minute
>n the beginning level; 30, on the intermediate level; 25, on
ihe advanced.
It was found on the beginning level of shorthand that 57
er cent tested separately for a mastery of shorthand theory.
little variation was found in the 54 per cent noted at the
Intermediate level and the 50 per cent at the advanced level.
The special competencies for which the students were
lasted in the field of shorthand were, on the beginning level,
1 knowledge of vocabulary and phrasing and transcription ability
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ability on the typewriter were also found predominant among
the specific skills tested on both the Intermediate and advanced
levels
•
In the field of typewriting the students to gain exemption
had to attain an approximate median speed of 30 words per
minute on the beginning level; 40, on the intermediate level;
50, on the advanced level. The individual was tested for a
median ten-minute period on all three levels of instruction
although the range for the individual tined writings was from
three to 20 minutes.
The range of errors allowed was from three to an unlimited
number, with a median of allowable errors of five on both the
beginning and intermediate levels and seven on the advanced.
The competencies for which the individual was specifically
tested in these typewriting tests was the ability to set up
letters. The ability deemed of secondary importance v/as a
knowledge of letter styles. The ability to type signs and
numbers was of third Importance.
In the field of accounting it was found that at 60 per
cent of the institutions tested a separate test for the
mastery of accounting theory ’./as given on the beginning level.
This percentage decreased to 27 per cent on the advanced level.
The courses pursued by a student in lieu of those from
which exemption was permitted were oredoralnantly courses in
the major field of concentration. Of second importance was a
combination of courses in the major field of concentration in
i
conjunction with courses of a general education - liberal arts
cultural nature.
These courses were in 62 per cent of the cases of an
elective nat\ire. Only nine per cent of the institutions
prescribed such courses. Twenty-nine per cent of the Instltu
tlons maintained a combination prescribed and elective.
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Hecominendatlons to Improve Artloulation Between the
Secondary and Collegiate Levels in Business Education ;
1. It is recoiataended that the educational philosophy
governing exemption policies on the collegiate level
he re-examined to determine whether the institution
(the system) or the Individual (the systematized)
will be served. At least a stand should he taken
and, once taken, adhered to; hypocritical lip
service should not he paid to a principle. The
student should be taken where he is found and pro-
vision made for his individual capabilities. That
which is in disagreement with this tenet is no longer
tenable in education and should be discarded.
2. It is recommended that administrators be chosen to
serve in the state departments of education as
liaison officers between the secondary and the
collegiate levels of business education. Fundamentalljjpr,
it will be their duty to effect cooperative programs
of exemption between these levels. This would entail
the gathering of data pertinent to the standards of
secondary school production in the fields of short-
hand, typewriting, and accounting in their states and
making them available to institutions on the
collegiate and secondary levels. Also involved would
be the gathering of data regarding the standards
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for exemption in the fields of shorthand, type-
writing, and accounting in the collegiate institu-
tions in order to gain exemption in these respective
fields
.
3. It is recommended that shorthand, typewriting, and
accounting be taught completely in the first two
years of college. In this manner the fullest
advantage of the ability of the student in these
fields may be taken upon his arrival at college.
This might aid teacher-education institutions to
determine once and for all whether they are educa-
tional institutions with vocational overtones or
vice versa.
4. It is recommended in the procedure of exemption on
the collegiate level in the fields of shorthand,
typewriting, and accounting that no one method of
evaluation be used. The framework on which exemp-
tion is founded should be an objective testing,
supplemented by conference periods, try-out periods,
and various other media over a reasonable length of
time .
5. It is recomnended that the high school anticipate
college standards of work. This does not necessarily
mean domination by the college. Rather, it is a
wise approach to the problem of overlapping subject
matter between the collegiate and secondary levels.
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The students who. In the secondary school, have the
goal of entrance to college should be able to meet
standards which would exempt them from duplication
of subject matter in these business skills.
It is recommended that shorthand, typewriting, and
accounting be taught exclusively in the last year of
the secondary school. Modern methodology permits
this; it is being done. Such a move v/ould serve the
purpose of standardizing to a small extent production
in these fields. It would also permit the student
in high school to maintain up to his graduation the
highest degree of skill in these subjects. This
suggestion would defeat the argument that the students
desired to restudy on the collegiate level a course
previously completed on the secondary level because
they were "rusty" and had forgotten much.
It is also recorariended that differentiation be made
in considering for exemption those students in a
particular field who are majoring therein and those
who are mlnoring therein. A less stringent attitude
should be taken in considering for exemption those
who are merely mlnoring 5n a field.
It is recommended that students be permitted special
privileges if they have had pre-collegiate training
in a field from which exemption is sought. If a
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In a co'irse without attending class, this policy
should be permitted. Possibly the student could
attend another class, of his own choice, and secure
full credit for participation therein. In addition,
he could earn full credit for the course from which
he Is granted freedom from class attendance.
Suggestions for Future Investigation :
1. It is recommended that a similar study be made of
the exemption policies of private business schools.
2. It is recommended that a comparative study of the
findings of Objective TV, dealing with the standards
of testing and the nature of the testing, be made
with business entrance standards which secondary
school graduates in the field of shorthand and type-
writing, and accounting must meet.
3. It is recooimended that regional surveys be made to
determine what articulation provisions are being made
by secondary schools in the fields of shorthand,
typewriting, and accounting.
4. It is recommended tnat a follow-up survey of this
study be made.
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INSTITUTIONS INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY
Akron, University of, Akron, Ohio,
Alabaraa College, Sfcmtevallo, Alabama,
Arkansas, University of, l''ayettevllle, Arkansas. (College of
Business Administration)
Bowling Oreen State University, Bowling Qreen, Ohio,
California, University of, Berkeley, California*
California, University of, Los Angeles*
Cincinnati, University of, Cincinnati, Ohio* (Teachers College
Concord College, Athens, West Virginia*
Connecticut, University of. New Britain, Connecticut,
(Teachers College)
Delta State Teachers College, Cleveland, Mississippi*
Florida, University of, Gaineavllle, Florida.
Georgia State College for Women, Mllledgevllle
,
Georgia,
Kansas State College, Hays, Kansas.
Hunter College of the City of New York, New York, New York.
Illinois State Normal University, Normal, Illinois*
Illinois State College, T'aatern, Charleston, Illinois*
Illinois State College, Western, Macomb, Illinois.
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute, Indiana*
Indiana, University of, Bloomington, Indiana (School of
Business)
Iowa State Teachers College, Cedar Falls, lows*
Iowa, State University of, lows City, Iowa.
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Kansas State Teachers College
^
rjiiporia« Kansas*
Kent State University « Kent^ Ohio*
Kentucky, University of, Lexington, Kentucky*
Kentxxcky, State Teachers College, Fastern, Richmond, Kentucky
Louisiana College, Southeastern, Haimsond, Louisiana*
Louisiana, Southwestern Institute, Lafayette, Louisiana*
Madison State College, IIarrlsonh\irg, Virginia*
Marshall College, Huntington, ^Vest Virginia*
Mary Washington College, f''reclerlck8b\irg, Virginia*
Massachusetts State Teachers College, Salem, Massachusetts*
Iftlaml University, Oxford, Ohio*
Michigan, University of, Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Minnesota State Teachers College, St* Cloud, Minnesota*
Minnesota, University of, Minneapolis, Minnesota*
Mississippi State College, State College, Mississippi*
Mississippi, University of. University, Mississippi*
Missouri State Teachers College, Northeast, Klrksville,
Missouri*
Montana State College, Pozeman, Montana*
Montana State University, Missoula, Montana*
?4orehead State Teachers College, Morehead, Kentucky*
Murray State Teachers College, Murray, Kentucky*
New Hampshire State Teachers College, Plymouth, New Hampshire
New Jersey State Teachers College, Montclair, New Jersey*
New Jersey State Teachers College, Paterson, New Jersey.
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New Mexico Highlends University , Las Vegas# New Mexico.
New "Mexico State Teachers College# Silver City# New Mexico.
New York, City College, New York, New York. (School of
Business and Civic Administration)
New York State College for Teachers, Albany, New York.
North Carolina, University of. The Wcrnian’s College, Greensboro#
North Carolina.
North Carolina State Teachers College, East Carolina# Green-
ville# North Carolina.
North Dakota State Teachers College# Dickinson# North Dakota.
North Dakota State Teachers College# Valley City, North Dakota#
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
Ohio University, Athens, Ohio.
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater,
Oklahoma. (Division of Commerce)
Oklahoma, University of, Norman, Oklahoma.
Oklahoma, Central State College, Edmond, Oklahoma.
Oregon, University of, Eugene, Oregon.
Pennsylvania State Teachers College, Bloomsburg, Pennsylvania.
Pennsylvania State Teachers College, Shlppensburg, Pennsylvania.
Sam Houston State Teachers College, Huntsville, Texas.
San Jose State College, San Jose, California.
South Dakota State Teachers College, Northern, Aberdeen,
South Dakota.
Tennessee Polytechnic Institute, Cookeville, Tennessee.
Tennessee, University of, Knoxville, Tennessee.
Texas State College, North, Dentorx, Texas.
Texas State College for Women# Benton# Texas.
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Toledo, University ot, Toledo, Ohio# (College of i3u»lne»»
Admin I•tra t 1on
)
Virginia State Teacher* Collejje, Farwvllle, Virginia.
'’’’hltewater State Teacnera College, Tfhltewater, Wisconsin *
Wichita, Mvmloli>al University of, Wichita, Kansas#
wlnthrop College, The South Caroline College for tvoaen. Hock
Hill, South Caroline#
Wyoming, University of, Tjsrsiale, WyoBln^v;. (College of Coanerce
end Industry)
eOns questionnaire was returned designs ted only by the words
"r tate College#* It was impossible from the illegible
poettnark on the envelope to determine the origin of the
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IHSTIT*JTIO?4S INOT/JDED IK THIS STUOT
Alfred University, Alfred, New York#
Bethune-Cookaian College, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Boston University, Boston, Massachuaetts • (College of
Practical Arts and Letters)
Capital University, Coluiafcus, Ohio.
Carnegie Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Central College, Fayette, Missouri*
Columbia University, Kew York, New York. (Teachers College)
Denver, University of, Denver, Colorado. (College of Business
Administration)
Drexel Institute of Technology, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Findlay College, Findlay, Ohio.
George Peabody College for Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee.
Gustavus Adolphus College, St. Peter, Minnesota.
InBBaculata College, Iiaenaculata, Pennsylvania.
Keuka College, Keuka Park, New York.
Lenoir Rhyne College, Hickory, North Carolina.
Mac Murray College, Jacksonville, Illinois.
Maryraount College, Salina, Kansas.
Mlsecurl Valley College, ?ilarshall, Missouri.
Nazareth College, Nazareth, Michigan.
Nazareth College, Rochester, New York.
New York University, New York, New York. (School of Fduoatloni
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Notre Dame College, South Kuclld, Ohio*
Pacific Unlveraity, Forest Orove, Oregon.
Pennsylvania, University of, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
(Wharton School of Finance and Commerce.)
Pittsburgh, University of, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Queena College, Cliarlotte, North Carolina.
Rider College, Trenton, Hew Jersey.
Saint Bonaventure College, Saint Bonaventure, New York.
Saint Catherine, College of, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Saint Elizabeth, College of. Convent Station, New Jersey.
Saint Scholastlca, College of, Duluth, Minnesota.
Syracuse, University of, Syracuse, New Yca*k.
Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. (Teachers
College.)
Thiel College, Greenville, Pennsylvania.
Tulsa, University of, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Westminster College, New Wilmington, Pennsylvania.
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I am engaged in what I consider a worthwhile survey of a phase of
articulation in business teacher education institutions.
I wish to determine what provisions are currently being made to
"exempt" students entering college from repetition of shorth^d, type-
writing, and accounting courses, similar to those completed by them on
the secondary level. I also seek inforiiiation as to the evaluative
procedures which determine exemption policies in these three subject
matter fields.
To effect a complete understanding of this problem I ^ need your
assistance. For this purpose I am enclosing four check-lists, which
^
may be completed almost entirely by check marks; and I should appreciate
greatly your filling the appropriate blanks. These check-lists can be
completed. in from 10 to 20 rriinutes, depending upon the exemption
provisions wnich are made at your college,
T'Jill you please consider first the question below;
In your college are secondary school students, who have completed
pre-collegiate courses in either short ..and , typewriting , or accountj.ng ,
exempted in any instance from repetition of similar coursc;s?
1. If your ansvjer is "YES," please answer Questions #1 through #12
of the General Check-List and, in addition, the specific check-
lists applicable to the exemption policy in effect at your college.
2, If your answer is "MO," please answer Questions #1 through #7.
A sulj -addressed and stamped envelope is enclosed for the return
of these check-lists upon their completion. Please return only those
sheets on which you have recorded answers. I wish to assure you that
your anonymity will be respected.
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I a™ ensaged In »hat I ^ f shouf/n^^e to
articulation In business to "exempt" students entering
kno« «hat
^^^"^^“Xrthand, typewriting, and accounting
courses,
fliilS fo“Krsr:o:ri:tfd them o;
the secondary level.
TO secure this information, P fj;,:terirfroi'ioTo‘
this purpose, four “heck-lists,
wnich^may,^^^
enclosed. These check-lists,
minutes and almost entirely >y * 1948 before members of the
incidentally, were presented on Institutions at their con-
Kational Association of Business , ‘ reception accorded them by
ventlon at Atlantic City. It is
felt that the
these NABTTI a wider sampling of teacher-training
distribution was gratifying. approach to a select group of
institutions, however, we are making
another
colleges.
.u • <nntr i r qtnnce' from shorthand, typewriting.
If you do ’’exempt” pre-collegiate training in these
or accounting courses on ^ the basis .
„,.,e-^er Questions ,fl through //12 of the
subject matter fields will ^ ^ ^ ' specific check-lists
applicable to
General i^heci:- List and, in addition,
the i
the exemption policy in effect at
your college.
If you do not "exempt" in any
instance, please answer Questions #1
through
If you wish, please return on^ opfls^LclosL^for^the return
:rrhr;om;irtfd"foms!'1 :fsh tnLure you that
your anonymity will be
respected.
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'i'his is just a note to remind you that I would appreciate receiving
completed the questionnaire which I sent to you the first of April.
I should like to include your college in the survey which I am
conducting, for even your participation would make more impressive the
excellent return thus far realized.
For your convenience I am enclosing another copy of the questionnaire,
along with a return envelope. Won’t you please take this final opportunity
to participate?
If, by chance, your answer is already in the mail, please accept my
deepest thanks and, correspondingly, ignore this note.
Cordially,
If
General Check-List 1 .
Name of College:
Location: City: State:
NOTE: Will those who exempt in m instance, answer Questions #1 through
#7 of the General Check-List.
V'ill those who exempt in any instance, answer Questions through
#12 of the General Check-List.
1. ^Yould you like a copy of the findings of this research? YES( ) N0( )
2. v'hat factor or factors determine your policy toward exemption at your college?
a. State certification regulations cover this situation( )
b. Accrediting associations dictate this policy ( )
c. It is solely the responsibility of the college ( )
d. PLEASE LIST: other determiners
3.
Do you have exemption plans awaiting installation in any of the following
subject matter fields?
Shorthand YSS( ) Typewriting YES( ) Accounting YES( )
NO ( ) NO ( ) NO O
4-A. During the past ten years at your college have exemption plans ever been
tried and discarded in the following subject matter fields?
Shorthand YES( ) Typewriting YES( ) Accounting YES( )
NO ( ) NO ( ) NO ( )
B. If you have discarded such exemption plans, will you please state the





5. What is the nature of the credit earned in your college? semester hour( )
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a year's work in college
a semester's work in college...,
two quarters’ work in college...
a quarter's work in college
no equivalent value
Short. Type.TTTT
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )








IVhat special privileges are granted students with pre-collegiate training





Complete freedom from class attendance,.
Freedom from final examination
Responsibility for final examination.,..
Class attendance only
Short. Type. Acct
( ) { ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
NOTE; With the answering of Question
,
those who exempt in ^ instance
should return the completed Check-List to the author at this point.
However before making this return will you please take this
opportunity to record on Page 4 any comment concerning the problem
of exemption which you may have. Such comments are most welcome;
and your anonymity will be respected.
8.
Are the graduates of the following schools considered for exemption from
shorthand, typewriting, and accounting courses as are graduates of
accredited schools?
a. unaccredited high schools YES( ) N0( )
b. business schools YES( ) N0( )
9-A. At which levels of instruction is exemption granted?
Shorthand Typewriting Accounting
Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv.
TTTTTT fTTTTT FT TT" TT
B. How much college credit is allowed in the subject matter fields? Please
give specific credit hour value;
Shorthand Typewriting Accounting
Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv.jnnn flnn finn
C. From how many semester or quarter hours in these subject matter fields
may an individual be exempted?
Shorthand( ) Typewriting( ) Accounting( )
.Jaa.; i vxui.i’ •:• ' f.L!
r
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10-A. For courses in which exemption is granted please indicate the number of
hours of college credit given on the various levels of instruction.
Shorthand Typewriting Accounting
Rec. Int. Adv. Beg. Int. Adv. Beg_^ I_n^ Adv ._
rnrin ' Tinn n ( ) i )
B. if college credit is granted for pre-collegiate training in these subject
matter fields, does it count toward a baccalaureate degree?
Shorthand yES( ) Typewriting YES( ) Accounting YES( )
NO ( ) NO ( ) NO ( )
C. If college hour credit is not ordi ar; vy given for courses from which
exemption is granted, may a student, by successfully passing a competency
test, secure such credit toward a baccalaureate degree?
Shorthand YES( ) Typewriting YES( ) Accounting YES( )
NO ( ) NO ( ) . NO ( )
11. By what means do you exempt students from shorthand, typewriting, and
accounting courses?
a. Placement testing ( )
b. Acceptance of secondary school crt^dentials y. ( )
c. Acceptance of student's statement as to his proficiency ... ( )
d. Acceptance of publishing house awards indicating a
degree of proficiency.... ( )
e. PLEASE LIST other methods of exemption_
12. TAiat courses does a student pursue in li^*. : of those from \vhich he is
^
exempted? Are they prescribed? elec tvmf.' or a combination of prescribed_ _a^
elective?
Pres. Elect . Comb.
a. Courses in his major field of concentration ( ) ( ) ( )
b. Courses of a general education-cultui-al-liberal
arts narure. ( ) ( ) ( )
c. Additional courses in education........ ) ( ) ( )
MOTE #1: Upon completion of Question 7^12, villi those who indicate that they
ex;mpt by means of PLACEMENT TESTING, please consider now the
specific check-lists which pertain to the field or fields in which
such exemption is offered;
Check-Lisr A: Typewriting — Page 5-6
Check-List B: Shorthand — Page 7-3
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General Check-List (Concluded) 4 «
NOTE #2; Will those who do not exempt by PLACEI.iSNT TESTING please return
the General Check-List to the author at this point.
However before making this return will you please take this
opportunity to record below any comment concerning the problem
of exemption which you may have. Such comments are most welcome
and your confidence will be respected.
COMffil'’TS
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Check-List A; Typ.fcwriting 5.
1 80
1.
lliiat do you call your tests? Placeinent tests... ( )
Proficiency tests. ( )
Competency tosts.,( )
Skill tests ( )
PLEASE LIST other test names
2,
LJh^t type of test is given?
A. tests constructed by;
1. subject matter teachers,.( )
2. department heads ( )
3. PLEASE LIST others
5. printed tests constructed by;
1. textbook authors ( )
2, publishing houses ( )




(PLEASE LIST tests used.)
4.
others.. ( )
( PLEASE LIST tests used.)
C. Exploratory or try-out work in class... ( )
3. Mien and where are these tests given? (/mswor either "A” or "B".)
A. Before registration: 1. in the secondary school( )
2, in the college ( )
B. After registration: 1. before work is done in the class ( )
2. after trial work has been done in the class. ( )
4. '^o how many testings are the students subjected? ( )
5. iipproxii-aately, what is the total testing time in minutes? ( )
6 -, Is practice permitted before the tests? YES( ) N0( )
7. Is directed practice offered prior to testing? YES( ) N0( )
8. Do your tests call for an: oral response ( )
written response ( )








Check-List A: Typewriting (Concluded) 6 ,
9. Fhat is tht;; degree and nature of the proficiency sought in these tests?
Words Per Minute Accuracy Errors
Number Net or Gross No. of ^’inutes % .\llowed
Beginning... ( ) TT or (' ') ( ) ( )% ( ~~Y
Intermediate ( ) ( ) or ( ) ( ) { )% ( )
Advanced.... ( ) ( ) or ( ) ( ) { )% ( )
10. For what special competencies do you test?
Beg . Int.. ..dv. Bog, Int' . Adv
Erasing
.( ) ( ) ( ) Setting up Letters ( ) ( ) ( )
Tabulation
.( ) ( ) ( ) Service I'echanisms ( ) ( ) ( )
Legal Typing
.( ) ( ) ( ) Typing on Business Forms. ( ) ( ) ( )
I etter Styles. . .
.
.( ) ( ) ( ) Composition at Typewriter ( ) ( ) ( )
Stencil Cutting..
.( ) ( ) ( ) Others; ( ) ( ) ( )
l/anuscript ^"'ork..
.( ) ( ) ( ) _( ) ( ) ( )
Direct Dictation.
.( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Signs and Numbers
.( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
NOTE; Will you please feel free at this point to record below any comments
you may have concerning the problem of exemption. Possibly you may
have co-Timents with particular reference to the field of Typewriting
ext.mption.
Your comments are most v\/elcome and will be kept in strict confidence.
COkl'ENTS:
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Check-List B; Shorthand 7.1,
VJhat do you call your tests? Placenent tests... ( )
Proficiency tests. ( )
Competency tests..( )
Skill tests ( )
PLEASE LIST other test names
2.
i''liat type of test is given?
A. tests constructed by;
1. subject matter teachers.. ( )
2. department heads ( )
3. PLEASE LIST others
B. printed tests constructed by;
1, texLbook authors ( )
2. publishing houses ( )
( PLEASE LIST tests used.)
3
testing bureaus ( )
( PLEASE LIST tests used.)
4.
others...., ( )
(PLEASE LIST tests used.)
C. Exploratory or try-out work in class ... ( )
3.
V.Tien and where are these tests given? (Answer either "A" or "B".)
H. Before registration; 1. in the secondary school( )
2, in the college ( )
B. After registration: 1. before work is done in the class ( )
2, after trial work has been done in the class ( )
4. To how many testings are the students subjected? ( )
5. Approximately, what is the total testing time in minutes? ( )
6. Is practice perrfiittsd before the tests? YES( ) N0( )
7. Is directed practice offered prior to the testing? YES( ) N0( )
8. Do your tests call for an: oral response ( )
written response ( )
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Check-List B: Shorthand(Concluded) 8 .










( ) ( )^












Is the individual ever tested by a separate test to determine his under-








C. For what special competencies do you test?





Longhand Transcription ( ) ( ) ( )
Reading Shorthand Plates..,
(
) ( ) ( )
Transcription on Typewriter( ) ( ) ( )
Others: ()()()
( ) ( ) ( )
you may have concerning the problem of exemiption. Possibly you may have
comments with particular reference to the’ field of Shorthand exemption.
Your comments' are most welcome and will be' kept in strict confidence.
com ENTS:
Phrasing
...( ) ( ) ( )
Vocabulary
...( ) ( ) ( )
Penman 3 ^lip
...( ) ( ) ( )
Letter ‘'Vriting...
...( ) ( ) ( )
Office Procedure. • • • ( ) ( ) ( )
High Speed Dictation
(
) ( ) ( )
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Check-List C; Accounting 9.
1. Vi/l'iat do you call your tests? Placem^^nt tests... ( )
Proficiency tests. ( )
CoLipetency tests..( )
Skill tests ( )
PLE.\SE LIST other test names
2. LTiat type of test is given?
A . tests constructed by;
1. subject matter teachers.. ( )
2, . department heads ( )
3. PLEASE LIST others.
B. printed tests constructed by;
1. textbook authors ( )
2, publishing houses ( )
(PLEASE LIST tests used.)
3. testing bureaus ,( )
( PLEASE LIST tests used.)
4. othurs ( )
(PLEASE LIST tests used.)
C. Exploratory or try-out work in class... ( )
3. I’.Tien and where are these tests given? (Answer either ";p' or "B".)
A. Before registration; 1. in the secondary school( )
2. in the college ( )
B. After registration: 1. before work is done in the class ( )
2. after trial work has been done in the class ( )
4. 'io how many testin s are the students subjected? ( )
5. Approximately, what is the total testing time in minut^^^s? ( )
6. Is practice permitted before the tests? ... .YES( ) N0( )
7. Is directed practice offered prior to the testing? YES( ) N0( )
8. Do your tests call for an; oral response ( )
written response ( )
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Check-List C: Accounting(Concluded) 10 .
9. Is the student ever tested in a separate portion of your placement
test to determine his understanding of the theory of the accounting
course from which he desires exemption?
Beginning YE3( ) Intermediate YES( ) Advanced YES( )
MO ( ) NO ( ) NO ( )
10, Vi:ill you please indicate whether or not you test for the functional
or practical mastery of any of the following phases of accounting:
Beg . Int,
Single Proprietorship. ( ) ( )
Partnerships ( ) ( )
Corporations..... ( ) ( )
Petty Cash ( ) ( )
Inventories ( ) ( )
Installments ( ) ( )
Vcj''ner Register ( ) ( )
Co.ar*d.3sion Business... ( ) ( )
Manufacturing ( ) ( )
Cost Accounting. ( ) ( )














Beg . Jnt. Adv.
Departmental Acctng,...n D' r y
Consolidations ( ) ( ) ( y
Investments..... ( ) ( ) ( )
Budgets ( ) ( ) ( )
Taxation ( ) ( ) ( )
Analysis of Accounts... ( ) ( ) ( )
Analysis of State.ments, {){){)
Others: ()()(]
: ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
< )(.}{)
NOTE; *7* 7 vou please feel free at this
i oint to record helow f .17 coujnents
ye-
-^iy have concerning the problem of exemption. Pcssil'y.y you may
Uj - comments with particular refer.-ence to the field of acc "anting
c" . : etion.
iCur comments are most welcome and wi..l be kept in strict confidence.
coiarENTs*
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